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CHAPTER 4 

OPACITY AND ABSTRACTION 

4.1.INTRODUCTION 

Phonological opacity presents two related challenges for the language learner. First, the 

learner must be able to recognize phonotactic generalizations that are not always true of 

the surface forms (SRs) they hear. Second, for some of the theoretical proposals 

forwarded to account for opacity, including Diagonal Correspondence Theory (chapter 

2), the learner must be able to abstract underlying representations distinct from any heard 

tokens of a given morpheme. 

Consider, for example, the following forms in a dialect of Canadian English: 

 

(1) English opacity 

Voiceless 

a. write  [rəit]  c. writer  [rəiɾər] 

      mitre/miter [məiɾər] 

Voiced 

b. ride  [raɪd]  d. rider  [raɪɾər] 

       cider  [saɪɾər]1 

 

                                                 
1 This example is not cited in any of the literature as power is usually cited as the example of a 
monomorphemic word without diphthong raising before an underlying voiced consonant. I use cider 
because it reflects a more appropriate minimally different example from rider and miter. This 
pronunciation was validated by a speaker of Canadian English. 
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The crucial generalization here, attributed to Joos (1942) and cited frequently (Chomsky, 

1964; SPE; Kenstowicz, 1994; Hayes, 1999; Bermudez-Otero, 2003; Mielke et al., 2003) 

is that vowel diphthongs are raised before voiceless obstruents. This generalization is 

opaque, or obscured, in the forms in (c) because the /t/s are flapped and are no longer 

voiceless obstruents, yet the surface forms still reflect diphthong raising. The language 

learner therefore has two tasks. First, she must recognize that, despite the existence of 

raised diphthongs before a segment that is not a voiceless obstruent (the flap), this 

generalization is true based on the underlying form of the flaps. Second, the learner may 

use this knowledge to abstract the appropriate underlying representation (UR) for the 

flaps in (c) and (d) as /t/ and /d/, respectively.  

As discussed in chapter two, there are a number of theoretical proposals for 

incorporating these types of data into a phonological grammar of English. These 

proposals have different answers as to how these two challenges for the learner are 

addressed. The theoretical proposals can be grouped into three general strategies:  

First, it is possible to deny the existence of opaque interactions in a synchronic 

phonology (Hooper [Bybee], 1976; Sanders, 2003; Mielke et al., 2003) and posit that 

Joos’s generalization is not productive. Thus, the only generalization for Canadian 

English would be that unraised diphthongs are prohibited before voiceless obstruents, and 

otherwise the patterning of the diphthongs in cider and miter would be morphemic – the 

two words would be minimal pairs with respect to the vowel. The vowel allophony would 

therefore independent of the UR of the flap. This would suggest that the learner does not 

need to abstract an underlying form or learn a generalization that is not always surface 

true. 
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A second class of approaches incorporates serialism into the grammar so that 

diphthong raising occurs before flapping (SPE; Kiparsky, 1973, 1993, 2000; Bermudez-

Otero, 1998; McCarthy, 2007). This would suggest that learners require an ability to 

“undo” flapping to abstract underlying forms. The diphthong raising generalization 

would be unaffected by the appearance of opaque examples since it holds at a different 

level or stratum of grammar where it is always true. 

Third, the relationship between diphthong raising and voiceless obstruents can be 

expressed by some substantive connection between UR and SR. This can include 

reference to a third form in deriving an SR from a UR (Sympathy Theory, McCarthy, 

1998; OO-Correspodence, Benua, 1996) or some reformulation of the relationship 

between input and output (Constraint Conjunction, Ito & Mester, 1993; Cognitive 

Phonology, Goldsmith, 1993; Lakoff, 1993; Diagonal Correspondence Theory (DCT), 

chapter 2) specific to opacity. These approaches require that learners derive abstract 

representations of SRs; DCT in particular requires that learners derive URs that are 

potentially distinct from any heard tokens of the SR. This approach allows for some 

affect of opaque examples on the strength of a generalization since a surface-true 

transparent generalization is expressed with a different theoretical construct – either rule 

or constraint than the opaque generalization.  

The psychological reality of these three approaches can be assessed by testing 

learners’ ability to learn opaque interactions and by observing whether they can derive 

abstract underlying forms and learn a generalization that is not always surface true. In the 

remaining portion of this chapter, I establish the background for a set of experiments 

presented in chapter five exploring these abilities.  
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I begin by discussing the role of URs in phonology and how recent approaches to 

phonology have sought to limit their importance by eliminating the difference between 

URs and SRs. I then show how phonological opacity presents a particular problem for 

approaches that seek to eliminate abstract URs. Then I revisit the challenges opaque 

interactions present for the language learner discussed above, focusing in particular, on 

how opaque interactions necessitate acquiring abstract URs. Finally, I review previous 

experimental work on the productivity of opaque interactions.  

 

4.2. ABSTRACT UNDERLYING FORMS 

A central tenet of generative phonology since the Sound Pattern of English (SPE; 

Chomsky & Halle, 1968) is the idea that SRs have abstract URs from which they are 

derived. The reasons for doing so include both theoretical imperatives and psychological 

evidence, but there is little consensus on how different an underlying form can be from its 

surface realization, how abstract or concrete an underlying form should be, or on what 

sort of capabilities language learners have for abstracting underlying forms from surface 

forms. In this section, I discuss the principles for establishing URs, some experimental 

evidence for URs, and how URs can be extracted for simple, non-opaque cases. 

The theoretical rationale for URs includes a desire to capture consistent patterns and 

generalizations with a set of rules or constraints as well as a desire to describe a 

phonological grammar in the most compact or elegant way possible. An example of the 

former includes the idea of a single underlying form for multiple, predictable surface 

allophones. For example, in English, p is articulated differently depending on its position 

within a syllable. In a simple onset, as in pot, the p is aspirated, [ph], while in the second 
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consonant in a complex onset, as in spot, the p is unaspirated, [p]. One way of capturing 

this generalization is by positing that both forms have the underlying form /p/, and by 

virtue of context-sensitive rules or constraints, the /p/ is transformed into [ph] syllable-

initially, or otherwise remains [p]. A grammar including rules or constraints that generate 

an aspirated [ph] from an underlying /p/ encodes this generalization about English, and 

can also be expanded to reflect the fact that this generalization also holds for all voiceless 

stops (s[k]it vs. [kh]it, s[t]op vs. [th]op) with a minimal change in its formal declaration. 

An example of the latter includes the monomorphemic principle (Hyman, 1975), 

which posits that each morpheme has a single underlying representation and the surface 

realizations of a morpheme are generated through rules or constraints of the language. 

The English plural has three different realizations, [z], [s] and [əz] for the words toys, 

blocks and kisses, respectively. Applying the monomorphemic principle compels one to 

posit a single morpheme as the underlying form. The appropriate realization of the plural 

in different contexts can be generated using /z/ as the plural morpheme with the following 

set of rules or constraints. 

 

(2) English plural allomorphy 

As a rule      As a constraint 

a. Ø ə/[αman, αplace]__[αmanr, αplace]  ]σ  *[αman, αpl][αman, αpl] ]σ 

b. [+cons]→[+voice]/[+cons, +voice]__ ]σ *[+cons, +voice][+cons, -voice] ]σ 

 

This has the effect of shrinking the list of individual morpheme forms that need to be 

listed in the lexicon as part of a grammar of English as well as unifying the allomorphy of 
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the English plural with the language-wide phonotactics of English. These phonotactic 

constraints include a ban on adjacent consonants of the same manner and place of 

articulation and a ban a voiceless consonant followed by a homosyllabic voiced 

consonant. The phenomenon of the epenthetic schwa in the plural is thus unified with the 

epenthetic schwa in certain forms of the past tense, e.g. batt[əd]. 

The goals of theoretical elegance and descriptive compactness do not necessarily 

correlate with the psychological reality of the mental representation of speech, however, 

since the mind is not compelled to utilize the most compact or elegant instantiation of a 

grammar. Yet there is also a diverse set of psycholinguistic evidence for positing URs. 

For the /p/-allophony example above, both p’s are represented by the same grapheme, p, 

suggesting that the two unique sounds are somehow the same abstract sound-symbol for 

English speakers. Similarly, despite the identical pronunciation of the medial consonant 

in paddle and battle as a flap, the distinct orthographic representation suggests that these 

are two distinct sound-symbols whose phonetic realization reflect the merger of /t/ and /d/ 

through intervocalic spirantization. Distinct underlying representations for surface flaps 

also serve to account for the diphthong raising discussed above.  

Priming experiments also suggest that certain phonological representations are 

more basic than others. For example, a final voiceless stop can be realized as released, 

unreleased, glottalized or simply as a glottal stop, with the released form, the citation 

form, generally accepted by phonologists as the underlying representation. Deelman and 

Connine (2001) found that the unreleased form is processed slower than the released 

form supporting the idea that the latter is somehow more primary. Similarly, Sumner and 

Samuel (2005) found that while words with released, glottalized and glottal t all primed a 
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word equally well in the short term, the released t provided the strongest prime over a 

longer time period. This does not represent abstraction in the sense of having an 

underlying representation that is more abstract or otherwise distinct from any heard 

realizations of a form; rather it represents a case of selecting a primary representation 

from a set of surface forms. It does suggest, however, that if a language learner only 

heard a particular word with a glottalized t, she could abstract a /t/ as UR, for use when 

appropriate. 

Furthermore, Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991) provide evidence from a gating 

task that phonological representations are underspecified, and therefore abstract. For 

English speakers, where vowel nasalization is allophonic and not contrastive, 

underspecification theory predicts that CṼ (nasalized vowel) sequences should prompt 

both CVN and CVC words, whereas a model with full specification of representations 

predict that it should only prompt CVN words. On the other hand, for Bengali speakers, 

where nasalization is contrastive, underspecification theory predicts that CV ̃ sequences 

will prompt CV ̃C words the most (where the vowel is specified underlyingly as nasal) but 

not necessarily rule out CVC or CVN words. A fully-specified representation of words 

predicts that these sequences prompt CV ̃C and CVN words equally well, while 

participants should not respond with CVC words. The results strongly confirm the 

underspecification hypothesis, suggesting that the representations have some degree of 

abstraction.  

 

4.2.1 How Abstract are Underlying Forms? 

The question, then, becomes how much abstractness is appropriate for URs. One extreme, 
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from SPE, is typified by the analysis of words like nightingale and sigh as having an 

underlying velar fricatives (in the place of gh) accounting for the quality of the initial 

vowels and the absence of tri-syllabic laxing in nightingale (cf. words like pinafore, 

ligature). This sort of approach exemplifies the theoretical imperative of maximizing the 

generality of the rules of a language, and placing the onus of explanation for alternations 

and surface forms on underlying representations.  

This contrasts with theories such as Natural Generative Phonology (Hooper 

[Bybee], 1976) or Natural Phonology (Stampe, 1979) that argue for concrete 

phonological representations and reject any phonological generalization that are not true 

of all surface forms. Taking up this point of view, exemplar-based approaches to 

Phonology (Johnson, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2003; Bybee, 2006) suggest that phonological 

representations consist of the sum total of all of the heard tokens of any given form, 

denying any sort of abstraction in representation. Thus, the representation of the word 

spot consists of a cloud of exemplars, all with an aspirated p, and with all of the different 

possible realizations of t, i.e the different speech style variants (glottal stop, glottalized, 

unreleased) and realizations of the t in bi-morphemic contexts (flapped as in spotted). 

This is similar to the approach to (non)-abstractness advocated for in Optimality 

Theory, which posits an underlying representation, albeit an underlying representation 

that is identical to the surface form. As discussed in chapter one, /kat/, /khat/, /kath/ and 

/khath/ would all yield the surface form [khat] based on constraints on the realization of 

aspiration, but /khat/ would be selected as the underlying form. There would therefore be 

no abstraction in the underlying representation, while the grammar would still account for 

the allophonic behavior of voiceless stops by virtue of being able to generate [khat] from 
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/kath/, for example, even though /kath/ is not an underlying form in the lexicon of English. 

This is in line with other connectionist approach to phonology, including Rummelhart 

and McClelland (1986) who argue that perceptual representations evolve directly from 

perceptual experience, or Elman and Zipser (1988) who argue that representations of 

spoken words should reflect their experience with what words sound like.  

This leaves open the question of how alternations are represented, i.e. how the 

monomorphemic principle is resolved. So, for the plural morpheme, which undergoes 

phonologically-conditioned alternations, and word-final t which is subject to variation 

due to a combination of phonological and extra-linguistic factors, it is not possible to 

assign a single UR based since there are multiple SRs.  

 

4.2.2 Simple Alternations 

One solution, demonstrated here for German, is to rely on the grammar as a whole to 

determine which of the alternants is the underlying form. In German, the realization of 

the word for day is either [tak] ‘day’ or [tag], as in [tag-ə] ‘days’.  

 

(3) German devoicing: 

Voiceless  Voiced 

a. Alternating 

ta:k ‘day’  ta:ge ‘days’ 

hant ‘hand’  hande ‘hands’ 

lo:p ‘praise’ lobn ‘to praise’ 
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b. Non-alternating 

ʃtɔk ‘stick’  ʃtɔke ‘sticks’ 

gu:t ‘good’  gu:te ‘good (infl.)’ 

duk ‘duck (v.)’ dukn ‘to duck’ 

 

Evidence from other words in German, such as [ʃtɔkə], shows that what is involved is not 

intervocalic voicing of stops, but final devoicing. Therefore, the underlying form for [tak] 

must be /tag/ and there is no abstraction necessary, rather the grammar selects one of the 

heard tokens as the underlying form based on the phonological grammar. 

For other cases, the language data is equivocal for determining URs, motivating 

underspecified underlying representations (Inkelas, 1995). Inkelas cites Turkish, among 

other languages, which exhibits similar behavior to German with respect to final 

devoicing and voiceless intervocalic stops (3a,b), and has cases of non-alternating final 

voiced plosives whereas German does not. Therefore, /kanad/ cannot be the underlying 

form for [kanat], otherwise /etüd/ would surface with a voiceless final stop (c). 

 

(4) Turkish voicing alternations (from Inkelas, 1995): 

a. Alternating: 

kanat  ‘wing’  kanad-i ‘wing-ACC’ 

kanatlar ‘wings’ kanad-im ‘wing-1SG.POSS’ 

 

b. Non-alternating voiceless: 

sanat  ‘art’  sanat-i  ‘art-ACC’ 
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c. Non-alternating voiced: 

etüd  ‘etude’  etüd-ü  ‘etude-ACC’ 

 

Instead, Inkelas argues that the alternating segment in the alternating forms be 

underspecified with respect to voicing: /kanaD/. The phonology of the language then 

determines the realization of the underspecified feature  - voicing - according to 

constraints on final devoicing or intervocalic voicing wherein underspecified segments 

are realized as either voiceless or voiced, respectively. 

The process of abstraction here is relatively simple as the underspecified D is 

simply the logical intersection of the features of the two different alternants, i.e. the 

features [+cons, -cont, -nasal,  CORONAL] with no specification for voicing (0voice). 

This can similarly be accounted for using the idea of over-specification, or the union of 

the feature of the two alternants (Ettlinger, to appear; Scobbie, 1991). So, the 

archiphoneme D in /kanaD/ could also represent a segment specified as both voiced and 

voiceless, merging the different heard tokens of the morpheme. The grammar then selects 

that appropriate alternant (or deletes or inhibits the inappropriate alternant) depending on 

grammatical context. As such, it is unclear whether this represents a clear case of 

abstraction as a difference between underlying and surface forms or simply the merger of 

multiple concrete representations for the same morpheme. 

Therefore, if the theoretical imperative is to eliminate or minimize any sort of 

abstraction in representations, as argued for in OT and exemplar-based models, these two 

types of examples do not serve as serious counter-evidence. The question, then, is if there 
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are any cases of abstraction that are needed on empirical grounds.  

 

4.3. OPAQUE ALTERNATIONS 

What presents perhaps the most significant challenge for these surface-based approaches 

to the representation of phonological forms and represents the strongest case for URs that 

are different than SRs are cases of phonological opacity. As discussed in chapter one and 

above, in phonological opacity there are two phonotactic generalizations, one of which 

renders the other not surface true. There are two types of surface behavior that this 

interaction can yield: over-application and under-application.  

 

4.3.1. Under-application 

Mafa (chapters 1, 2; Barrateau & Le Bleis, 1990; Ettlinger, 2005) serves as an example of 

under-application. In Mafa there is a process of palatal harmony where all vowels and 

stridents in a word agree with respect to palatality/frontness (a), while there is a process 

of assimilation where high vowels adjacent to the palatal glide are fronted (b). 

 In opaque forms (c), e.g. [si-j-aʔa], the local palatalization of the high vowel to [i] 

does not trigger front harmony in the object clitic nor does it lead to palatalization of the 

adjacent strident. Therefore, the interaction is opaque in that there are back vowels and [-

palatal] stridents in the surface form despite the existence of the triggering environment 

in the guise of (high) front vowels [i] or [y].  
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(5) Mafa counter-bleeding: 

a. Front harmony 

 ðək-aʔa ‘He sows it’  ʃid-eʔe  ‘He thanks it’ 

pəz-aʔa  ‘He cultivates it’ piʒ-eʔe  ‘Cultivate it!’ 

b. Local palatalization 

 gudzə  ‘to tremble’  gudzij  ‘tremble!’ 

 sə  ‘to drink’  si-j  ‘drink!’ *ʃi-j 

 ku  ‘to throw on ground’ kyj  ‘throw! 

c. Opaque interaction of harmony and local palatalization 

si-j-aʔa  ‘drink it!’ *ʃij-eʔe 

 kyj- aʔa ‘throw it’ 

pəlij  ‘in exchange’ *pilij 

 

In chapters one and two I argued that this is ideally formalized through Diagonal 

Correspondence, which establishes a relationship between the clitic and the underlying 

form of the verb root. From the perspective of abstract URs, DCT requires that the 

learner derive underlying /sə/ from the SR [si-j-aʔa] because the surface realization of the 

clitic as [aʔa] means the underlying form of the verb must be non-palatal. In this 

particular paradigm, this is not a significant problem because the uninflected form is [sə], 

which can be selected as the underlying representation from the multiple alternants as 

above. The same cannot be said for examples with j in the verb root:  
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(6) Mafa: 

a. syjɓ-aʔa2  ‘type of plant’ *ʃyjɓ-eʔe 

b. ɓij-aʔa  ‘big’  *ɓij-eʔe 

c. fókwájím-aʔa  ‘cut it’   *fœkwejimeʔe 

d. gɨlíjpá   ‘rich’   *gilijpe 

 

In cases such as these, the underlying form of monomorphemic [ɓij] must be /ɓəj/ so that 

the correct allomorph of the clitic is used. This UR is distinct from any surface realization 

of the morpheme and requires the ability to use knowledge about the phonological 

grammar to abstract its underlying form either based on undoing palatal assimilation, the 

realization of the clitic, or both. 

 

4.3.2. Over-application 

An example of the other type of opacity, over-application, is found in Shimakonde 

(chapter 3) where mid vowel harmony and mid vowel reduction in pre-penultimate 

syllables combine to yield opaque forms (7). In the opaque form, (c) , the applicative 

suffix is the target of mid vowel harmony due to the mid vowel in the verb root, and the 

mid vowel in the verb root is reduced to a in the surface form because of its position 

before the penultimate syllable. There is no way to account for why the applicative suffix 

                                                 
2 In addition to serving as an object clitic, the /-aʔa/ suffix expresses definiteness when suffixed to a noun, 
or to an adjective in a noun-adjective phrase: 

i) mavar  ‘bowl of rice’ 
ii) mavər-aʔa ‘the bowl of rice’ 
iii) mavər ɓij-aʔa ‘the small bowl of rice’ 
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surfaces as -el- without reference to the underlying mid vowel in the verb stem.3  

 

(7) Shimakonde opacity 

 Stem     Applicative 

a. kú-píít-a ‘to pass’  kú-pít-ííl-a 

b. kú-páát-a ‘to cut’   kú-pát-ííl-a 

c. kú-péét-a ‘to separate’  kú-pát-éél-a 

 

So, there is a possibility that a language learner, on hearing only the form kúpátééla, be 

required to abstract an underlying representation for the verb root that she did not hear. 

Given only the form kúpátééla the learner must recognize that the verb is /pet/, not /pat/, 

as assumed by lexicon optimization. There is adequate information from just kúpátééla 

because of the realization of the applicative allomorph as -el- and not -il- but no theory of 

grammar learning (cf. Bermudez-Otero, 2003 for an exception) incorporates this sort of 

information into how underlying forms are established. In Shimakonde this is less of an 

issue because of the availability of the transparent form kúpééta. So, as in the German 

case, the grammar having mid vowel neutralization allows for selecting /pet/ as the 

underlying form for [pat]~[pet].  There is another class of examples of over-application 

that have been analyzed as having abstract URs, however, without recourse to other 

transparent examples for deriving the UR. 

  

 

                                                 
3 Or, as discussed in chapters one and two, by reference to some other form – an intermediary form in a 
serial derivation, a sympathy candidate, or another member of the paradigm - that has a mid vowel in the 
verb root. 
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4.3.3. Opacity and Abstract Representations 

Hyman (1970) argues for abstract URs to account for the behavior of Nupe palatalization 

and labialization. In Nupe, round vowels trigger labialization in preceding consonants (a), 

and front vowels trigger palatalization (b). Some consonants are palatalized or labialized 

before a, however (d)  

 

(8) Nupe palatalization and labialization (Hyman, 1970) 

a. egwu ‘mud 

egwo ‘grass’ 

b. egji ‘child 

egje ‘beer’ 

c. ega ‘stranger’ 

d. egwa ‘hand’ 

egja ‘blood’ 

 

While the contrast between the forms in (c) and (d) would normally motivate positing an 

underlying contrast between Cw, Cj and C based on them being a minimal triplet, this 

clearly misses the generalization exemplified by the examples in (a) and (b) and 

stipulates that the occurrence of Cw before round vowels and Cj before front vowels is 

essentially a coincidence. Hyman therefore posits a pair of underlying vowels, /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ 

which trigger consonant palatalization and labialization, respectively and then are 

neutralized to [a]. Because /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ are not realized in the surface form, this represents 

case of over-application opacity relationship since their effect on preceding consonants is 
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still observed – palatalization and labialization over-apply.  

The evidence for this analysis extends beyond just explanatory adequacy. First, 

while Nupe has the five vowel system shown above, a number of closely related 

languages have seven vowel systems with [ɛ] and [ɔ] surface vowels. Second, in 

borrowings from Yoruba, a seven-vowel system language, [ɛ] and [ɔ] are treated in 

precisely the same manner as underlying /ɛ/ and /ɔ/: 

 

(9) Nupe borrowing from Yoruba (Hyman, 1970) 

a. kɛkɛ kjakja ‘bicycle’ 

b. ɛgbɛ egbja ‘a Yoruba town’ 

c. tɔrɛ twarja ‘to give a gift’ 

d. kɔbɔ kwabwa ‘penny’ 

 

In OT, with the explanation for surface forms shifted from underlying representations to 

constraints, the necessity of these underlying forms is mitigated and a constraint against 

unpalatalized stops before front vowels, and one against unlabialized stops before round 

vowels is sufficient to fully capture the generalizations in (8) as well as generate the 

appropriate surface forms for Yoruba borrowings. Lexicon optimization would then 

establish underlying forms for the surface forms in (8) based on the Nupe surface forms, 

and not the Yoruba surface forms. 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) offer a similar analysis of Barrow Inupiaq, 

where both palatalized and unpalatalized l and n are found after surface [i]. For the forms 
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in (c), they posit an abstract underlying /i/, neutralized to [i], to account for non-

palatalized affixes. 

 

(10) Barrow Inupiaq (Kaplan, 1981 via Archangelli & Pulleyblank, 1994) 

    ‘be able’ ‘future’ ‘3sg. realis’ 

a. niRi ‘eat’  niRiʎʎa niRiñiaq niRiʎuni 

savig ‘wound’ savigʎu (none cited) savigʎuni 

b. sisu ‘slide  sisulla  sisuniaq sisuluni 

c. tiŋi ‘take flight’ tiŋilla  tiŋiniaq tiŋiluni 

kamik ‘boot’  kamikʎu --  kamikʎuni 

 

In an analysis of Spanish, Saporta (1965) and Dresher (1981) makes similar use of 

abstract underlying forms to account for the different behavior of plural forms such as 

lunes~lunes versus lapis~lapises (cf. cuidad-es ‘cities’). To account for the different 

realizations of the plural, Saporta posits underlying /θ/ for lapis, while Dresher posits an 

underlying segment underspecified for stridency.  

 These three examples are opaque in a similar fashion to Shimakonde in that they 

represent cases of over-application since alternation in a surface form lacks motivation in 

the surface form. The alternations in these opaque examples are therefore dependent on 

structure in the underlying form. In Shimakonde, the underlying form is also realized 

transparently in another surface form (e.g. kúpééta), while in the other examples, there 

are no surface realizations of the abstract underlying representation (e.g *ɛ, *ɔ in Nupe). 
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4.3.4. Abstraction Revisited 

All of these opaque examples are relevant to an understanding of abstraction in two ways. 

First, some of these cases require abstract underlying representations distinct from any 

heard surface form – a process of abstraction that is difficult to show is necessary for 

non-opaque data. Second, the opaque generalizations – the harmony in Mafa and 

Shimakonde – do not hold for surface forms; however, the generalizations can be said to 

hold at some other level of abstraction, depending on the theory of opacity one adopts. 

DCT posits the generalizations can hold between elements of the SR and the UR; stratal 

OT (Kiparsky, 2003; Bermudez-Otero, in press) and candidate chain OT (McCarthy, 

2007) posits the generalizations hold at some intermediary derivation; Sympathy posits 

that the generalization holds for some abstract form that is never produced. 

 At this point, it is also worth revisiting the term “abstract”, which is used to refer 

to URs. Abstractness, in the traditional sense, involves using non-concrete elements or 

categories in lieu of concrete representations. For example, /p/ lacks the acoustic and 

articulatory details of an actual speech sound and represents an abstract category 

consisting of only a minimal featural specification, which is distinct from [p] or [ph] 

which includes a specification for aspiration, among other phonetic details. In the 

discussion above, abstractness takes on a different sense. For example, the difference 

between using /six/ or /sai/ as the UR for [sai] is more about how different a UR can be 

from an SR than it is about how phonetically impoverished the UR is. Similarly in the 

case of Mafa, the UR /bəj/ is deemed an abstraction of [bij] because it is different than the 

SR, not because the concreteness of the sound categories are different. Indeed, the idea of 

lexicon optimization within OT does not preclude a phonetically detailed UR identical in 
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all respects to the SR. Similarly, under-specification can either be thought of as 

abstraction in the sense of a non-concrete representation of a speech sound, or as over-

specification of sound per the above experiments suggesting under-specification. So, for 

the rest of this study, abstraction will refer to whether a UR can be shown to be 

necessarily different than an SR. 

 

4.4. ACQUIRING OPACITY 

The above opaque interactions present two key problems for the language learner, 

particularly for a language learner modeled as acquiring a phonological system based on 

surface forms: acquiring underlying forms, and acquiring non-surface-true 

generalizations. 

 

4.4.1 Underlying Forms 

The first problem is the one alluded to above with respect to acquiring underlying 

representations. The older SPE approach to phonology would involve the undoing of 

phonological rules in a serial manner to get to the (abstract) underlying form – in essence, 

using phonological knowledge to back into the UR. However, current constraint- and 

exemplar- based theories of phonology do not have any way of deriving abstract forms 

distinct from heard surface representations (cf. Bermudez-Otero, 2003 for a 

demonstration of how serially ordered OT grammars, e.g. stratal OT, can acquire an 

opaque grammar; see chapter 2 and McCarthy, 2007 for evidence that stratal OT is 

empirically inadequate).  The question, then, is whether learners are indeed able to derive 

abstract underlying representations distinct from surface forms or whether they are bound 
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by perceptual experience and are only able to select from among heard tokens of forms. 

 

4.4.2 Productivity of opaque generalizations 

Second, there is the question of how the existence of opaque forms affects the 

generalizations in a grammar. In Mafa, the generalization is that vowels and stridents 

have the same frontness/palatality. In the examples above, there are instances where this 

is not the case.  

 There are a number of potential ways these opaque data can be incorporated by 

Mafa speakers into their phonology. One possibility is that these forms can be counted as 

part of the statistics used for computing their knowledge of phonotactics and be treated as 

exceptions. This would suggest that the vowel harmony generalization is not absolute and 

is not as robust as a generalization that is never rendered opaque.  

 Another possibility is that the generalization could involve considerations beyond 

just simple co-occurrence frequencies and could take into account morphological 

knowledge, or the ability of the speaker to “undo” the process of glide assimilation to 

assess the consistency of the harmony generalization which would then be as robust as 

any other generalization in the language.  

 Finally, given some frequency of opaque forms it is quite possible that Mafa 

phonology does not consist of any overall generalization concerning frontness harmony 

(in Mafa the frequency of these forms happens to be relatively low) and the appropriate 

affixes are listed or memorized knowledge. Thus, enough opaque forms can “break” the 

phonological generalization. 

 Hudson Kam and Newport (2005) provide evidence that the reconciliation of 
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exceptions with a generalization depends on the type of learners involved. Using an 

artificial grammar to test morphological learning, they showed that in adults, the 

proportion of exceptions is acquired veridically, and so exceptions weaken the 

generalization in question. Children, however, were shown to over-generalize, and so 

exceptions had no effect on the strength of the generalization, if the were a sufficient 

number of regular form to learn it. 

 There are also hypotheses with respect to the approximate number of exceptions a 

generalization will tolerate before no longer being productive. Based on several examples 

of morphosyntax, Yang (2005) suggests the following ratio of maximum number of 

exceptions, E, to forms, R, for any rule: 

 

(11) Maximum ratio of exceptions to regular forms for any rule: 

a. E ≈ R / ln(R) 

 

So, if the number of forms of some rule is 100, then the maximum number of irregular 

forms can be 22, with 78 regular forms; otherwise, the productivity of the rule starts to 

break down. This calculation is based on the point at which memorizing a set of 

individual examples is more efficient than learning a rule, a set of forms that applies to 

the rule, and a set of exceptions. 

 This can be extended to phonology as a hypothesis for the number of exceptions a 

regular phonological generalization can have before no longer being productive. 

Ignoring, for a moment, opaque interactions, if some language has 100 forms with a 

strident+i sequence, then it can tolerate up to 22 forms with si while still maintaining a 
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productive s→ʃ/_i generalization for the remaining 78.  

 The question is whether opaque interactions simply count as exceptions in this 

metric, or whether, by virtue of being a consistent sub-generalization that holds at some 

other level of abstraction, opaque interactions do not count as exceptions at all, or 

perhaps something in between. 

 This represents a new consideration on the status opacity within a language. 

Whereas opaque relationships are generally considered marked (Kiparsky, 1973; Parker, 

in press) from the perspective of the overall grammar it may be possible for a phonology 

to tolerate a certain amount of opacity without a problem, so long as there are enough 

surface-true cases of the generalization in question. Therefore, the existence of opacity 

and the ability of a phonological system to tolerate non-transparent generalizations may 

need to be considered with respect to the relative frequency of the different forms subject 

to the different phonological processes. 

 

4.5. PREVIOUS STUDIES 

A handful of studies have attempted to answer the first question on how productive 

opaque generalizations are with mixed results. 

 

4.5.1 Bedouin Hijazi Arabic 

An early influential study by Al-Mozainy (1981) is often cited as evidence for the need 

for abstract representations. The study looked at opaque relationships in Bedouin Hijazi 

Arabic, which has a constraint against i as well as a in open syllables motivating 

alternations: 
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(12) BHA open-syllable High Vowel Deletion and Raising 

a. đir.bat ‘she was hit’  đrib ‘he was hit’ 

b. ʃar.bat ‘she drank’  ʃi.rib ‘he drank’ 

 

These data are opaque in that the form [ʃi.rib] seems to defy the constraint against i in 

open syllables. This reflects a chain shift, where a→i and i→ø, but a�ø.  

 While these phonological processes are reflected in the above alternations, it is 

quite possible that they do not reflect synchronic knowledge of a speaker of BHA and 

that these forms are essentially memorized and the constraints are not productive. To test 

this hypothesis, Al-Mozainy looked at a number of different pieces of convergent 

evidence.  

 The first comes from recent borrowings in BHA from other languages. English 

words such as cylinder were borrowed as [slɪndə˞] and Turkish words like kabak were 

borrowed as [ki.bak], suggesting that open syllable high-vowel deletion and open-syllable 

a-raising were synchronically active at the time of borrowing. Second, Al-Mozainy 

conducted an experiment using a language game that involved rearranging the consonants 

of a word taking advantage of the one exception to the raising in which pharyngeals 

block raising (đaṛab ‘he hit’, *điṛab). Particpants were able to rotate the consonants of 

[đaṛab] around as part of the language game and the vowels reflect the synchronic 

application of the raising rule e.g. [biđaṛ], [đibaṛ]. This did not test the productivity of the 

high-vowel deletion process, however, which is required for the complete opaque 
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interaction. That is, if high-vowel deletion is not also synchronically active, there is not 

problem accounting for the grammar with vowel-raising and memorized forms using a 

surface-based formalism (e.g. see Ettlinger, 2008, for an analysis of an opacity in child 

language as involving two processes that are never contemporaneously productive).  

 

4.5.2 Canadian French 

A second test of the productivity of opaque phonological generalization was done for 

Canadian French (Poliquin, 2007) using nonce-word acceptability judgments. Canadian 

French has a phonotactic restriction where only lax vowels are permissible in final closed 

syllables and only tense vowels are allowed in open syllables: 

 

(13) Canadian French open/closed vowel tensing and laxing: 

a. Final closed syllable laxing:         b. Open Syllable Tensing 

Tense  Lax    Tense  Lax 

be.ni  e.lIt *lit   mi.tɛn  *mɪ.tɛn 

kry  a.nʏl *nyl   ky.lɔt  *kʏ.lɔt 

 de.gu  e.gʊt *gut   ku.te  *kʊ.te 

 

The first restriction is violated by a process of pre-fricative tensing where high vowels 

must be tense and long before fricatives in closed syllables (a). The second is violated by 

a variable process of regressive lax harmony, which targets high vowels (b).  
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(14) Motivated exception to open-tense/closed-lax generalization 

a. CF pre-fricative tensing         b.  CF Lax Harmony 

Tense   Lax   Harmonized Unharmonized 

sa.li:v   *sa.lɪv   fɪ.lɪp       ~ fi.lɪp 

e.kly:z   *e.klʏz   stʏ.pɪd       ~ sty.pɪd 

 

These two processes interact opaquely since vowels that undergo pre-fricative tensing 

still trigger lax harmony (a). High vowels that surface as tense as a result of re-

syllabification due to suffixation can also trigger lax harmony opaquely (b). 

 

(15) Canadian French lax harmony opacity: 

a. Pre-fricative tensing           b. Affixation-triggered opacity 

Harmonized Unharmonized   Harmonized Unharmonized 

bʁʏ.ly:ʁ ~ bʁy.ly:ʁ  mʏ.zi.kɑl ~ my.zi.kɑl 

mɪ.si:v  ~ mi.si:v 

 

These forms are opaque because in the final surface form the trigger of harmony – a lax 

high vowel – surfaces as tense. Thus in musical, the lax vowel in the stem form /my.sɪk/ 

can trigger lax harmony yielding [mʏ.sɪk]; the -al suffix causes resyllabification, however, 

and the lax [ɪ], now in an open syllable, surface as tense, whereas the [ʏ] remains lax.  

 The question these data raise is whether the lax harmony generalization is 

productive for Canadian French speakers, especially in light of forms like [mɪ.si:v] where 
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surface high vowels disagree in laxness in a monomorphemic word. To test this, 

Polliquin asked participants to judge the acceptability of Canadian French and nonce 

words exhibiting an opaque relationship between lax harmony and pre-fricative tensing. 

He first found that participants judged lax vowels in open syllables as unacceptable when 

there wasn’t a lax vowel in a final syllable, showing the synchronic productivity of lax 

harmony. Second, participants did not judge opaque nonce words any differently than 

they judged real words suggesting that the opaque interaction is also productive.  

 There are several problems with these results and the experimental paradigm, 

however. First, the stimulus was generated by a native CF speaker, the author, clearly 

presenting a potential bias for the production of words that violated harmony, (e.g. the 

author produced *mɪ.tɛn doing “his best” to articulate the crucial lax I in the first syllable). 

The harmony-productivity experiment also only included CF words – and not nonce 

words – leaving claims of productivity still in question. 

 Second, statistics were not reported for many of the results and in the instance that 

they were statistics were used incorrectly. A p>0.1 was reported for the difference 

between real and nonce words in the opacity test which is not a valid statistical method 

for assessing sameness, rather a t-test can only assess whether two distributions are 

different or not significantly different – not whether they are significantly the same. This 

lack of appropriate statistics becomes even more problematic because real opaque words 

were judged with a lower rate of acceptability than real transparent words for the same 

subjects; these results were reported in two different sections but apparently used the 

same method and subjects. Furthermore, while the acceptability scores for opaque nonce 

and familiar words were similar, the nonce words had a very large variance and were not 
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significantly above chance acceptability. Real opaque words were judged acceptable 

significantly above chance. The actual statistics for these comparisons were not reported 

and these observations are made based on the graphs and error bars provided. So there 

seems to be something going on with opaque patterns; precisely what is going on was not 

adequately investigated in the experiments.  

 

4.5.3 Polish 

An argument against the productivity of opaque generalization was made for Polish by 

Sanders (2003). The Polish opacity discussed involves an interaction between vowel 

raising before word-final voiced stops and coda devoicing. Devoicing, is a productive, 

exceptionless, surface-true process: 

 

(16) Polish coda devoicing 

a. klubɪ   klup   ‘club (PL/SG)’ 

b. tɔɛkavɪ  tɔɛkaf  ‘ready (regular/short form)’ 

c. kɔlɛnda  kɔlɛnt  ‘Christmas carol (NOM SG/GEN PL)’ 

d. dva.razɪ  ras  ‘twice/once’ 

 

The other process involved in the opaque relationship is the raising of back vowels before 

homosyllabic voiced word-final consonants including sonorants. This process, unlike 

devoicing, is subject to exceptions (b). 
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(17) Polish vowel-raising 

Stem  Nom Sg. Nom Pl. 

a. /dvɔr/   dvur   dvɔrɪ   ‘mansion’ 

 /bɔl/   bul   bɔlɛ  ‘ache’ 

/pɔkɔj/   pɔkuj  pɔkɔjɛ  ‘room’ 

/stɔw/   stuw   stɔwɪ  ‘table’ 

b. /pɔr/   pɔr  *pur  pɔrɪ   ‘leek’ 

/kɔlɔr/  kɔlɔr  *kɔlɔr  kɔlɔrɪ   ‘card suit’ 

/xɔl/  xɔl  *xul  xɔlɛ   ‘lobby’ 

 

The two processes interact opaquely; the underlying voicing of the word-final stops 

trigger raising, but these stops surface as voiceless, eliminating the environment for 

raising. 

(18) Opaque interaction between devoicing and raising. 

a. /bɔb/   bup   bɔbɪ   ‘bean’ 

b. /rɔv/   ruf   rɔvɪ   ‘ditch’ 

c. /lɔd/   lut   lɔdɪ   ‘ice’ 

d. /dɔvɔz/  dɔvus   dɔvɔzɪ  ‘supply’ 

To assess the productivity of the vowel height alternation, Sanders conducted a wug-test 

using two Polish speakers. Presented with inflected forms such as [smatɔgi], the two 
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participants produced [smatɔk] instead of [smatuk] as the bare form, suggesting that 

raising is not productive: given the form [smatɔgi], the underlying form clearly ends in a 

voiced stop, which is correctly devoiced in the produced form, but does not trigger 

raising of the back vowel. The conclusion was that the diachronic change of the final 

devoicing “broke” the first generalization, which, while productive at one point, is now 

no longer productive.  

  Only two subjects were used, however, and no statistical information on the 

relative frequency of the two alternations, the frequency of words in the neighborhood of 

the nonce-words, and the applicability of raising for neighborhood forms were not given. 

Furthermore, this finding is not surprising given the status of recent Polish loans as being 

impervious to this generalization and the fact that the generalizations are only found in 

some, but not all, lexical entries. So while these results suggest that at least some cases of 

opacity are archaic and unproductive, the facts of Polish do not obviate the possibility 

that other cases of opacity, particularly those that involve morphophonological processes, 

are productive. 

 In addition to the specific problems particular to each of these studies, these 

experiments also have limitations due to the choice of experimental paradigm. In 

particular, an investigation of linguistic knowledge with un-timed meta-linguistic 

judgment tasks or games does not provide any insight into the strength or robustness of 

opaque generalization, only a binary distinction of whether a generalization is productive 

or not. These experiments can therefore show that opaque generalizations have some 

effect, but this could be due to the fact that the generalizations are transparent some 

proportion of the time. If we seek to explore the relative productivity of opaque 
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generalization with respect transparent ones, data such as reaction time may be 

informative.  

 

4.5.4 Hebrew and Underlying Forms 

In order to explore the degree of abstraction involved in representations, Sumner (2003) 

conducted a set of priming experiments using Modern Hebrew verbs, which involve 

phonological opacity. In Hebrew, verbs generally consist of tri-consonantal roots that are 

combined with morphological templates (19a). Some roots only surface with two 

consonants however. This can occur for some elements in a paradigm because of post-

vocalic deletion of glottal stops (19b 1sg. past and 3sg. past), or for all elements in a 

paradigm in the case of underlying j which is always deleted in analyses that posit its 

existence the UR. The underlying j is a historical artefact, though evidence for it being 

relevant in the synchronic phonology comes from the vowel alternation in the first person 

singular past tense form where the j surfaces as i (niki-ti), and in related noun forms such 

as nakajon ‘cleanliness’ and nikuj ‘cleaning’. 

 

(19) Hebrew verbs 

1sg. past 3sg. past 3pl. past 

a. /tps/ tapas-ti  tipes  tips-u  ‘climb’ 

b. /mlʔ/ mile-ti  mile  milʔ-u  ‘fill’ 

c. /nkj/ niki-ti  nika  nik-u  ‘clean’ 

 The glottal stop in the UR in (19b) is partially abstract in the sense that it does not appear 

in certain surface forms (e.g. mile), although it appears in other elements of the paradigm 
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(e.g. milʔ-u). The UR in (19c) is fully abstract in the sense we have discussed since the 

glide in the UR never appears in any SR, and therefore requires some amount of reverse 

derivation. Sumner tested the psychological reality of these abstract representations based 

on the priming of the consonantal strucuture of these verbs. For example, the priming 

effect of a word like diber on tipes was used as a control. If mile similarly primed tipes, 

this suggests that they both have the same underlying CCC structure. If nika also primes 

tipes, then this, too, can be assumed to have a tri-consonantal root, providing evidence for 

the underlying j. She found no priming effect for underlying j but did find an effect for 

underlying /ʔ/ for older speakers, but not for younger speakers. Thus, there is no evidence 

for abstract representations in the sense of abstractness meaning distinct from any heard 

realizations of a morpheme. This is perhaps unsurprising for Modern Hebrew, 

particularly underlying /j/, for which the opaque interaction is an unlikely candidate for 

beingsynchronic since there is no evidence for the alternation across the language. 

Compare this to Mafa, for example, where there is evidence from alternations [s]~[sij] 

that would enable a learner to derive underling /ɓj/ from [ɓij]. 

 

4.5.5. Conclusion 

These results provide a decidedly mixed picture of how and when opaque generalizations 

can be learned, with a lack of definitive support for opaque generalizations being a 

necessary component of a phonological grammar, but with that possibility not being ruled 

out, either. There may be many reasons for this. First, it may be the case the some kinds 

of opacity are not productive and are relics of diachrony (e.g. Polish lexical), while others 

are productive (e.g. Hebrew morphology). Second, the ability to acquire opaque 
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relationships may involve aspects of grammar that generally are not included in theories 

of opacity including the relative frequency of opaque and transparent forms. Third, as 

suggested in chapters one and two, the type of opacity – e.g. over-application vs. under-

application, opacity involving harmony vs. opacity involving prosodic structure - may 

also play a role. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TESTING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF OPAQUE INTERACTIONS 

 

5.1. PRESENT STUDY 

As discussed in the previous chapter, there are two crucial questions concerning the 

acquisition of opacity: 

 

(20) Questions regarding the acquisition of opaque relationships 

a. How do opaque interactions impact the robustness and productivity of the 

generalization rendered opaque? 

b. Are learners able to abstract underlying representations for opaque forms despite 

not hearing these forms? 

 

The answers to these questions may depend on a number of factors. First, there are two 

substantively different types of opaque interactions, overapplication and 

underapplication, and one may be more easily learned than the other. Second, the 

proportion of opaque to transparent forms may also impact the ability to abstract 

underlying forms and the formation of generalizations. Finally, the ability to conduct one 

task may or may not impact a participant’s ability to conduct the other. In other words, 

the ability to extract generalizations in the face of opaque examples may be correlated 

with an ability to extract URs or it may not. 

 To explore these questions I conducted a set of artificial grammar learning 

experiments testing participants’ ability to acquire an opaque grammar. In particular, the 
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experiments tested whether participants could abstract URs despite never hearing an 

equivalent SR and whether opaque examples affected the ability of participants to acquire 

the opaque generalization.  

 The first experiment tested participants ability to acquire a case of over-

application opacity while the second tested under-application opacity. Each experiment 

also included a manipulation varying the ratio of opaque to transparent examples and 

included two sets of test items. One set of test items investigated the strength of the 

opaque generalization by testing the participants’ ability to extend the generalization to 

novel forms. The other test items tested participants on their ability to derive the correct 

UR for forms they had not heard. The two types of test items were used on the same 

subjects to explore whether they were correlated.  

 

5.1.1 The Artificial Grammar Learning Paradigm 

The artificial grammar learning paradigm goes by a number of different names in the 

literature including miniature language experiments, toy grammar learning, nonce-

language learning and language games. The basic idea is to present participants with a set 

of forms from an artificially constructed grammar with instructions that they are learning 

a new language. The goal is to familiarize them with the rules and generalizations of the 

grammar, generally without explicit instruction, relatively quickly, usually over the 

course of a one session or several sessions over the course of a week. The participants are 

then tested on their knowledge of these rules and generalizations by being asked to 

produce or select grammatical forms as defined by the language. 
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 There are many differences between learning a natural language and learning a 

small-sized language in a lab. Exploring natural languages do not allow us to control 

many of the variables that may impact language learning, however. This approach allows 

us to focus on tightly controlled manipulations that may not be found naturally, but does 

come with caveats. 

 The first problem for artificial grammar learning is that participants learn the 

grammar as a second language, even if they are small children. Therefore, care must be 

taken to mitigate or minimize the impact the knowledge of their native language may 

have on the acquisition of the artificial grammar, including, the affect their native sound 

categories may have on their perception of novel sounds.  

 The differences between L1 and L2 are well documented (e.g. Thorndike, 1928; 

Asher, 1972; Ervin Tripp, 1972; Oyama, 1976; Harley, 1986; Harley & Wang, 1997; 

Lightbrown & Spada, 1999 and many others) as is the affect of age of acquisition and 

critical periods on learning generalizations and may also impact the results. Relevant to 

this study, Hudson Kam and Newport (2005) show that adults and children acquire 

generalizations in a very different manner, with adults tending to reproduce 

generalization veridically, while children tend to over-generalize. This clearly has the 

potential to be reflected in the results of this experiment since I am testing details of how 

and when a generalization is acquired or rejected using an adult population.  

 Another possible risk may be that participants use general pattern-matching 

abilities that may not be used or usable for naturalistic acquisition of language. This 

effect can be minimized by making the learning environment as natural as possible. For 

example, some examples of this paradigm simply consist of participants hearing pairs of 
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words, without any other stimulus. This lends itself to simply looking for patterns in the 

acoustic signal since no vocabulary or grammar needs to be learned. On the other hand, 

other instantiations have participants learn an actual language, with words or sentences 

associated with pictures or video vignettes. This diminishes participants’ ability to 

explicitly look for patterns since they also have to pay attention to visual stimuli, learn 

vocabulary items, and potentially acquire other elements of a grammar that are not 

explicitly being tested. Still, participant may be successfully trained to learn myriad non-

linguistic pattern. Therefore, results from these sorts of experiments should be seen as 

more of an existence proof that participants may be able to learn a grammar with a 

particular feature and not as proof that a particular feature is necessarily part of a 

grammar. 

 Despite these drawbacks, artificial grammar learning data have been used to show 

that language learners have biases or capabilities that shape what languages look like. 

Within the realm of morphophonology, a number of studies have been done including the 

pioneering study of Esper (1925) and more recently Pater and Tessier (2003), (2005); 

Pycha et al (2003); Wilson (2003), (2006), (2008); Peperkamp and Dupoux (2006); and 

Finley (2008). These studies have explored biases associated with phonological processes 

like vowel harmony (e.g. substantive biases, directional biases), place assimilation (e.g. 

regressive or progressive directionality) and triggers for palatalization (e.g. which natural 

classes trigger it). In most of the comprehensive studies, the results of the experiments do 

not motivate a particular conclusion in and of themselves, rather they are presented as 

converging with evidence from typological surveys of languages and language 

acquisition data to motivate a particular conclusion. As such, the results presented here 
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should be considered in light of the typological data presented in chapters one and two as 

evidence for any conclusions.  

5.2. EXPERIMENT ONE 

The first experiment tested participants’ ability to acquire a phonological grammar that 

included an instance of over-application opacity. Recall from above that over-application 

involves an alternation that occurs based on some property of the UR that does not 

surface in the SR. The artificial language is modeled after one of the examples used 

throughout this dissertation, that of Shimakonde: 

 

(21) Shimakonde over-application opacity 

 Stem     Applicative 

a. kú-píít-a ‘to pass’  kú-pít-ííl-a 

b. kú-páát-a ‘to cut’   kú-pát-ííl-a 

c. kú-péét-a ‘to separate’  kú-pát-éél-a 

 

In the opaque form in (c), the -el allomorph is based on the underlying form of the verb 

root vowel, which surfaces as a because of reduction. Mid vowel harmony over-applies 

because the root mid vowel is not in the SR. Thus, designing an artificial language to test 

whether opaque relationships are learnable requires having two distinct phonological 

processes; here those phonological processes are reflected in affix and stem allomorphy.  

 To create a more realistic language-learning situation, the artificial language has 

some amount of semantics that needed to be acquired using pictures associated with 

specific words. Also, to test the two different capabilities, there are two corresponding 
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sets of test items. Finally, the relative frequency of opaque examples to transparent 

examples may impact the acquisition of the generalizations and the ability to derive 

underlying forms, so the experimental manipulation involved varying the proportion of 

transparent to opaque forms in the stimulus. 

 

5.2.1 Method 

5.2.1.1. Participants 

Twenty native English speakers participated in the experiment. All were students at 

University of California, Berkeley and received course credit for participation. Their 

mean age was 20.1 and there were 12 women and 8 men. Participants were assigned 

randomly to one of five experimental conditions, with four in each condition. 

 

5.2.1.2 Stimulus 

The language consists of 30 stems4, corresponding to 30 different nouns, and two affixes, 

a prefix indicating the diminutive and a suffix marking the plural. The nouns represent 

morphemes for 30 different animals and household objects. These can combine freely 

with the affixes to produce up to 120 different words: the bare noun for a single, large 

picture of each animal, the noun with the plural suffix for multiple large animals, the 

noun with the prefix for a single small animal and the noun with both for many, small 

animals. The language is henceforth referred to as Kasashil5 for convenience. 

 The phonological inventory of Kasashil is a subset of American English and 

consists of a 3-vowel system, /i, e, a/, articulated using an American English 

                                                 
4 Thirty words were used because forty proved too difficult to learn in one session during pilot experiments 
and twenty proved too easy such that all pilot participants were at ceiling for all tasks.  
5 The stem sash with both affixes. 
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pronunciation so that new vowel categories need not be learned. Kasashil has an 

inventory of 25 consonants, each used once in onset and coda position for the 24 CVC 

nouns and the CV prefix and VC suffix. Care was taken to avoid existing English words, 

though it is difficult to completely avoid them using only three vowels, distinct 

consonants and CVC stems. The decision to use as many distinct consonants as possible 

was in the hopes that having lower neighborhood density and greater distinctness for the 

Kasashil words would facilitate learning the language with limited exposure. 

 The suffix forms have an allomorphic alternation dictated by a process of vowel 

height harmony, a relatively common process cross-linguistically (van der Hulst & van 

der Weijer, 1995).  

 

(22) Kasashil vowel harmony: 

Singular Plural 

a. fin  fin-il 

b. mez  mez-el 

c. vab  vab-il 

 

The vowel in the plural suffix defaults to high and is realized as such when the vowel of 

the noun stem is either high or low. It is realized as mid when the vowel of the noun stem 

is mid. 

 The other phonological process is vowel lowering, which reduces adjacent stem 

mid vowels to a when prefixed by the low vowel plural marker: 
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(23) Kasashil vowel lowering: 

Stem  Diminutive 

a. fin  ka-fin 

b. mez  ka-maz 

c. vab  ka-vab 

 

These two processes interact opaquely in forms with mid vowels: 

 

(24) Opaque interaction: 

Stem  Dim/Pl. 

a. mez  ka-maz-el  

 

This form is opaque because the mid vowel in the noun-stem that triggered the mid vowel 

of the suffix does not surface as mid, and instead surfaces as low. The transparent 

correlate of this relationship, with lowering and prefixation preceding suffixation and 

VHH would result in kamazil. This is transparent because the surface realization of the 

suffix is –il based on the surface form of the noun stem, a. 

 A native American English speaker was recorded saying each of the word forms 

using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2006) spoken at a normal rate with English prosody 

and phonology so as to sound natural and fluent. Stress was always on the noun stem. 

The pictures of animals were edited using Photoshop and used under a Creative 

Commons License.  
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5.2.1.3. Procedure 

Participants were told that they would be exposed to a language without explicit 

instruction on the rules of the language and that their task was to try to learn the language 

from the example words they would hear. They were informed that they would be tested 

at the end of the experiment. 

 Participants were exposed to the language for 15 minutes with two self-timed 

breaks at 5 and 10 minutes. Participants were seated in front of a video monitor where 

they saw the pictures (and instructions). 500 milliseconds after the picture appeared, they 

heard a word over headphones that named the picture in Kasashil. The picture remained 

on the screen for another 1500 millisecond, then the screen went blank for 500 

milliseconds before the next picture was presented. Participants were required to learn the 

language solely from this audio-visual exposure to the words.  

 For example, a participant saw the following picture: 

 

 

Figure 1: Example visual stimulus for experiment one for many small horses kagadel 

 

and heard kagadel, the word for horse (ged) with the plural and diminutive affixes.  

Or, they saw the following picture: 
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Figure 2: Example visual stimulus for experiment one for single large horse ged 

 

and hear ged, the bare form.  

 The exposure set consisted of a presentation of 300 word-picture pairings in a 

randomized order. To test the productivity of each of the phonological patterns, various 

parts of the paradigm for certain words were withheld as well as complete paradigms for 

18 of the 30 words based on the following experimental manipulation. 

 

5.2.1.4 Experimental Manipulation 

Each of the elements of these mini-paradigms provides different information about the 

phonological grammar: 

 

Element Form Meaning UR VHH Reduction 
bare ged horse x   
dim. kagad small horse   x 
pl. gedel horses x x  
dim. pl. kagadel small horses  Op x 

Table 1: Examples of each paradigm element and the information it provides  
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The bare form provides the learner with the UR, the diminutive serves as evidence for the 

reduction process, the plural serves as evidence of harmony as well as for the underlying 

form and the diminutive plural provides evidence for reduction and that the two processes 

interact opaquely. 

 In the experiment, certain forms of the paradigm are withheld from the stimulus 

so that the participants can be tested for their knowledge about various aspects of the 

language. The following categories of presented vs. withheld forms are used for noun 

stems with mid vowels: 

 

Category Bare Dim. Pl. Dim. Pl. Tests 
None     H, UR, Op 
Full x x x x  
Transp x  x  Op 
Opaque  x  x UR 

Table 2: Paradigm categories with included forms and what is tested 

Each category trains and tests the participants on different aspects of the phonology. 

Paradigms that are withheld completely (None category) are tested as novel words, 

testing the acquisition of all aspects of the phonology. For the Full category, presenting 

all four elements of the paradigm tests participants ability to remember the different 

forms, but not necessarily their knowledge of the phonology and trains them on all 

aspects of the phonology we are interested in: harmony, the URs for the words, and how 

the interaction of harmony and reduction interacts opaquely. The transparent category 

provides (transparent) evidence for the harmony generalization, while testing on the 

diminutive plural form tests participants’ knowledge of how the two processes interact. 

For example, when given the forms ged and gedel, asking the diminutive plural for horse 

require the learner to know that harmony and reduction interact opaquely, yielding 
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kagadel, and not transparently (kagadal). The opaque category provides opaque evidence 

for how harmony works and how harmony and reduction interact and tests particpants’ 

ability to derive URs. Thus, if presented with kagad and kagadel, the learner can be 

tested as to whether they can use the realization of the plural suffix to derive ged as the 

singular form.  

 Recall that the manipulation in this experiment is a variation of the ratio of 

opaque to transparent forms, or of the plural to the diminutive plural forms for noun 

stems with mid vowels. To control this manipulation, each stem is assigned to a category, 

with the same number of high- and low- vowel noun stems as mid vowel noun stems for 

each. Furthermore, a number of the words were withheld from exposure (the None 

category) for each condition. 

 For example, in one instantiation of experiment 1 (condition 2), the full paradigm 

is presented for one stem for each vowel, the transparent paradigm is presented for two 

stems each for each vowel and the opaque paradigm is used for one stem for each vowel, 

leaving six stems for each vowel withheld. All of the presented forms are randomized in 

the stimulus. 

 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 2 2 2 2 1 0 12 2 0 
Opaque 1 1 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 
Type 10 10 10    30 3 2 
Token    10   300 30 20 

Table 3: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 2 

 

Because there are four distinct forms for the full paradigm, this results in 12 unique 
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words for the three noun stems; because there are two distinct forms for the transparent 

paradigm, this yields 12 unique words for the six noun stems in this category; the two 

distinct forms for the opaque paradigm yields 3 x 2 = 6 forms, for a total of 30 unique 

words across all paradigm categories. Furthermore, for mid vowel stems the full 

paradigm has one transparent form (the plural) and one opaque form (dim. plural), the 

transparent category has one transparent form and the opaque paradigm has one opaque 

form yielding a type ratio of 3 to 2 for transparent to opaque interactions. All unique 

words are presented an equal number of times since type/token differences are controlled. 

For 300 stimulus items, each word is repeated 10 times so the token ratio of transparent 

to opaque forms is 30/20. 

 The stimulus therefore consisted of the following thirty forms, each repeated ten 

times: 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kathat  kathatil 
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  kashap  kashapel 
 kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kazij  kazijil 
Total  9 6 9 6 

Table 4: Stimulus words for condition 2 

 

Of the thirty, three (gedel, peshel and mezel; each repeated ten times) provide transparent 

evidence that mid vowels take the mid vowel suffix, while two (kagadel, kashapel) are 
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opaque. Thus for condition 2, the proportion of transparent forms is 60%. 

 One shortcoming of using this proportion of different forms is that each noun is 

not presented the same number of times since nouns associated with the Full category are 

heard twice as often (4 forms x 10 tokens = 40) as nouns associated with the Transparent 

and Opaque categories (2 forms x 10 tokens = 20). Doubling the number of times each 

Transparent or Opaque noun is heard, however, skews the type and token ratios, 

increasing the token ratio, but keeping the type ratio 3:2. Because we are primarily 

interested in the potentially subtle differences the ratio of transparent to opaque forms can 

have, and the evidence on whether type and token frequencies are more important is not 

conclusive (Frisch, et al., 2000, Coleman & Pierrehumbert, 1997), it was decided to focus 

on maintaining those ratios and recognize the potential affect differing amount of 

exposure to each noun could have on the results. 

 The other four conditions for experiment one are as follows: 

 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 3 3 3 2 1 0 18 3 0 
Opaque 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
Type 10 10 10    30 4 1 
Token    10   300 40 10 

Table 4: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 1 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 1 1 1 2 1 0 6 1 0 
Opaque 1 1 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 
Type 9 9 96    24 2 2 
Token    12   288 20 20 

                                                 
6 Three words not used so there was an equal number of transparent and opaque forms. 
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Table 5: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 3 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 1 1 1 2 1 0 6 1 0 
Opaque 2 2 2 2 0 1 12 0 2 
Type 10 10 10    30 2 3 
Token    10   300 20 30 

Table 6: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 4 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
Opaque 3 3 3 2 0 1 18 0 3 
Type 10 10 10    30 1 4 
Token    10   300 10 40 

Table 7: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 5 

 

A summary of the number of tokens of each form for the five different conditions is as 

follows and the full lists of stimuli for the other conditions are in Appendix I. 

Condition Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. Total Tr/(Tr+Op) 
1 120 30 120 30 300 80% 
2 90 60 90 60 300 60% 
3 72 72 72 72 288 50% 
4 60 90 60 90 300 40% 
5 30 120 30 120 300 20% 

Table 8: Number of each form for each condition 

 

5.2.1.5 Tests 

At the conclusion of the exposure portion of the experiment, participants were given a 

self-timed break, after which they were given two different types of tests to evaluate their 

performance. The first one given examined their knowledge of known nouns for both 

heard and unheard words, while the second test given examined their ability to extend 
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their knowledge to the withheld nouns.  

 In the first test, the participants saw a picture of a noun and heard two words. 

Their task was to select to appropriate word for the picture using a button box. They were 

instructed that the left button corresponded to the first-heard word and the right button 

corresponded to the second-heard word. The picture either be one they had seen before 

(familiar) and their task was to remember the appropriate form, or it would be a picture of 

noun they had seen before, but with an unknown inflection (unfamiliar) and their task 

was to select the appropriate form based on their knowledge of the phonology of the 

language. For example, if the noun ged ‘horse’ was in the Transparent paradigm 

category, the participants will have seen pictures and heard the forms for the bare noun 

(ged) and the plural (gedel). During test, the participants saw pictures of a small 

(diminutive) and many small (diminutive plural) horses for the unfamiliar items. For the 

picture of the single small horse, the participants heard the choices kagad and kaged and 

for the picture of many small horses, the participants heard the choice kagadel and 

kagadil. The first item tested their ability to form the diminutive, which is not of interest 

here, and so served as a distractor item, while the second item tested knowledge of the 

opaque interaction of the plural and diminutive forms. For bare forms, the incorrect 

choice reflected a transparent interaction of the processes; for diminutive forms, the 

incorrect choice reflects non-application of reduction; for plural forms the incorrect 

choice reflect non-harmony, while incorrect choice for the diminutive plural forms reflect 

transparent interaction of the two processes. Thus, when the appropriate use of the suffix 

was tested, the two forced-choice options had the two allomorphs of the suffix, either –il 

or –el (e.g. kagadel, kagadil) and when the UR of the stem was tested, the two forced 
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choice options had the correct stem and the noun with one of the other two vowels. 

Participants had 2000 milliseconds to respond as reaction time was tracked.  

 For test one, each paradigm item was used twice, so there were (12 exposure 

nouns x 4 paradigm items x 2 =) 96 items. For conditions 1, 2, 4 and 5, this consisted of 

60 familiar and 36 unfamiliar items. For condition 3 there were only 9 exposure noun or 

36 paradigm items and 72 test items, 72 familiar and 24 unfamiliar. These were presented 

in a random order. 

 

 Familiar Unfamiliar 
Condition Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
1 24 6 24 6 0 18 0 18 
2 18 12 18 12 6 12 6 12 
3 18 18 18 18 6 6 6 6 
4 12 18 12 18 12 6 12 6 
5 6 24 6 24 18 0 18 0 

Table 9: Number of familiar vs. unfamiliar test items for each condition for each word 

 

In the second test (presented second for every participant) the participants saw a new 

picture with a new noun (selected from the group of withheld nouns) for 1500 

millisecond. They then saw another picture with the same noun but a different inflection 

and, as in the previous test, two words that they were required to select from with a 

button-press.  

 The presentation order was more tightly controlled for test two because it was 

important to ensure that the bare form was not presented before the diminutive plural, for 

example, since the test explored participants ability to derive the bare form. The 

diminutive plural was the prompt for the bare form for half the nouns, to test UR 

abstraction, and the bare form was the prompt for the plural for the other half to test 
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harmony. For example, the participant saw a picture of a new object, a bird, heard nef, 

and the saw a picture of many birds and had to select between nefel and nefil or the 

participants saw a picture of many small giraffes and heard karasel, then saw a single 

giraffe and had to select from res and ras. Each item was tested once, in a randomized 

order, for a total of 18 test items, 9 Dim. Pl. cuing the Bare form and 9 Bare forms cuing 

the Dim. Pl. 

 In the tests, the following results are of main interest. 

 First, the ability to select the correct bare form for e stems suggests that 

participants are able to derive underlying forms that that distinct from any heard 

realization of a morpheme. 

 Second, performance on the selection of the plural and diminutive plural for e 

stems reveal participants’ knowledge of the (opaque) harmony generalization.The ability 

to select the correct diminutive plural also suggests that participants know that the two 

phonological processes interact opaquely, rather than transparently. 

 Finally, performance on the plural and diminutive plural for a stems also 

establishes proficiency with harmony and its opaque interaction with reduction since 

opaque e words with an el suffix provide (incorrect) evidence that the el suffix combines 

with surface a words. 

 

5.2.2. Results 

5.2.2.1 Test one 

The following are the percent correct for test one items for each of the condition for 

familiar and unfamiliar words across all four subjects for each vowel: 
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i Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 100% 100% 97% 88%  96%  96% 100% 97% 97% 94% 
2 100% 94% 96% 94% 100% 94% 100% 94% 100% 94% 97% 94% 
3 100% 94% 100% 94% 100% 100% 88% 88% 100% 96% 96% 92% 
4 94% 92% 94% 96% 94% 100% 100% 88% 94% 94% 97% 91% 
5 100% 94% 100% 97% 96%  92%  97% 94% 94% 97% 

 
e Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 94% 100% 97% 88%  83%  83% 94% 88% 97% 84% 
2 100% 94% 96% 81% 88% 94% 88% 81% 97% 94% 94% 81% 
3 94% 88% 75% 69% 63% 88% 63% 50% 83% 88% 71% 63% 
4 94% 92% 69% 71% 38% 88% 56% 50% 66% 91% 63% 69% 
5 75% 91% 75% 75% 17%  46%  28% 91% 59% 75% 

 
a Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 100% 100% 97% 88%  96%  79% 100% 97% 97% 91% 
2 96% 94% 96% 100% 100% 94% 100% 81% 97% 94% 97% 94% 
3 94% 94% 88% 88% 88% 100% 88% 75% 92% 96% 88% 83% 
4 94% 88% 94% 83% 94% 100% 88% 75% 94% 91% 91% 78% 
5 100% 91% 88% 88% 96%  75%  97% 91% 78% 88% 

Table 10: Percent correct for each paradigm group for each item 

In bold and shaded are scores that are not significantly above chance and dark shaded 

scores with light lettering are significantly below chance (one-tail t-tests for each). 

Overall, participants did better with familiar words than unfamiliar words across all 

vowels (.92 vs. .83; two sample t-test: t(1478)=20.45, p<.001).  

 

Stems with i 

For i stems participants had no trouble with any of the word forms as one might expect 

since there are no opaque interaction because reduction does not apply to high vowels, 

nor do any of the surface forms merge with the e-stem when reduced, as they do with a 

stems. 
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Stems with a 

For a noun stems, participants were within error of being perfect for all familiar words. 

For unfamiliar words, participants were not above chance for plural forms in condition 5 

(20% transparent) and for diminutive plurals for conditions 3 and 4 (50%, 40% 

transparent, respectively; there are no unfamiliar dim. pl. forms in condition 5 because 

there are all presented during training).  

 Participants were still above chance for forming the plural for a nouns 

(t(23)=2.77, p<.05), in condition 5, however, so despite the existence of only one a plural 

form (vabil) during training participants still acquired the appropriate inflection for a 

stems. The preponderance of reduced mid vowels with el suffixes (e.g. kagadel) may 

have created problems for acquiring the harmony generalization.  

 

For the diminutive plural forms for a words, participants were just barely not above 

chance (t(7)=-1.53, p=.085) for conditions 4 and 5, partially due to the low number of 

trials.  

 

Stems with e 

In conditions 1 and 2, participants had no trouble with the any forms, including the 

opaque diminutive plural for e-stems despite minimal evidence for the opaque 

interaction. They began having trouble with various forms when transparency reached 

50% or less. Participants had trouble forming the plural and diminutive plural in 

conditions 3 through 5, as they did not score above chance and had trouble with deriving 

the bare forms being at chance in condition 3 and actually below chance in conditions 4 
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and 5. This also began to affect recall for familiar words as the percent correct on familiar 

bare forms in condition 5 was not above chance. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Graph of % correct for each paradigm type by condition  

Finally, performance on the bare, plural and diminutive plural forms correlated with the 

ratio of transparent to opaque forms. As the ratio decreased, performance decreased as 

shown in the above graph. 

 This interaction is significant for each word type except diminutive forms, which 

is at ceiling for all conditions. Note that plural formation is close to linear (r=.73) when a 

linear regression is conducted using the percent-transparent for each condition: 

 

Word type Intercept Slope P (slope) 
Bare -0.19 1.625 <.001 
Diminutive 0.98 -0.16 .598 
Plural 0.33 0.727 .0557 
Dim. Pl. 0.36 0.613 .036 

Table 11: Linear regression of performance on all four conditions in experiment 1 

                                                 
7 While this is barely not significant, it is extremely close and there is clearly a trend. 
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5.2.2.2 Test two 

The percent correct for test two are as follows: 

 

  Dim Pl => Bare Bare => Pl   
Cond i e a i e a %Tr 
1 100% 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% 
2 100% 83% 83% 92% 75% 83% 60% 
3 100% 50% 83% 100% 50% 58% 50% 
4 100% 25% 75% 92% 42% 50% 40% 
5 92% 8% 75% 100% 50% 42% 20% 

Table 12: % correct in each condition for each stem type for both item types in test two 

 

As above, bold cells are significantly below 100%, but above chance, bold shaded cells 

are not above chance, and dark cells with a light font are significantly below chance (one-

tail t-tests). 

 

Stems with i 

Opacity had no impact on performance on plural formation and abstraction of stems with 

i as no variance in percent correct was attributable to condition for either test (ANOVA:  

Dim.Pl.=>Bare: F[1, 58]=2.300, p=0.135; Bare=>Pl.: F[1, 58]=.733, p=0.383). 

 

Stems with a 

In conditions 1 and 2, opacity had no impact on a nouns. For the formation of the plural 

form from the bare forms, participants were not above chance in conditions 3, 4, and 5, , 

however, nor were they below chance.  

 While participants were still able to select the correct UR for a words, even 

without the harmony generalization, participants did relatively worse in conditions 4 & 5. 
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 While an analysis of variance is almost, yet not significant (F[1, 58]=3.053, 

p=0.0859), a two-sample t-test comparing  conditions 1,2 and 3 to 4 and 5 is significant 

(t(77)=3.638, p<.001).  

 

Stems with e 

As with a stems, command of the harmony generalization decayed in condition 3, at 50% 

transparent. For conditions 3, 4 and 5, participants were not above chance in their ability 

to select the correct el allomorph for  mid vowel stems. Decreased performance on 

condition 2 did lead to a linear regression/ANOVA being significant, (t(58]=3.133, 

p<.005), so the ability to derive the harmony generalization was proportionally related to 

the number of observable transparent interactions of harmony. Furthermore, a linear 

regression using percent correct and percent transpanret for each condition shows the 

correlation to be close to 1:1 (r=.9167). 

 Participants were able to abstract underlying forms from the diminutive plural in 

conditions 1 and 2 for e stems, but this, too, suffered from increased opacity in the 

language. In condition 3, participants were not above chance, and in conditions 4 and 5, 

participants performed significantly below chance 

 

5.2.2.3 Between-tests findings 

Finally, there are some interesting results when comparing performance on test one and 

test two. As noted above, plural formation began to show signs of decline in test one for a 

and e stems at around condition 3 and more definitively in condition 4, while in test two, 

performance seemed decline earlier, with participants having trouble in condition 3 
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across the board. Indeed, comparison of performance in conditions 3 and 4 for plural 

formation for both vowels was worse for test two than for test one. This difference is 

significant, or almost significant for each condition and significant across all conditions 

in a two-sample t-test: 

 

  Test one Test two   
Cond e a e a P 
3 63% 88% 50% 58%  .058 
4 56% 88% 42% 50%  <.005 
5 46% 75% 50% 42% .067 
Total 49% 67% .019 

Table 13: Comparison between performance on test one and test two for conditions 3-5 

for plural formation. 

 

5.2.3 Discussion 

The above results motivate a number of different conclusions. 

 First, participants’ ability to learn the vowel harmony generalization is dependent 

on the proportion of transparent forms in the stimuli. In test two, when transparency 

drops below 50%, vowel harmony ceases to be productive and participants could not 

select the correct plural allomorph for novel forms. Participants never reached below 

chance, however, because the data is not set up to establish an anti-harmony 

generalization.  

 In test one, performance was higher, but success in test one does not necessarily 

imply that participants acquired vowel harmony. For test one items it is also possible that 

participants used the diminutive plural forms to ascertain the appropriate plural form for 

each individual word. For example, the affix in the training form katacil could have 

motivated the correct form tacil as opposed to knowing that all a stems take il suffixes. 
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 Indeed, the lack of positive evidence for harmony in surface forms, the results for 

a stem diminutive plurals and the results for test two suggest that this is, indeed, the case. 

This may be because of the effect the small number of nouns and the reuse of stems for 

both exposure and test has on performance. Thus, the opaque diminutive plural forms 

may have had the effect of both weakening the harmony generalization, as expected, as 

well as training the participants on the correct inflection for each individual noun as 

memorized knowledge. 

 The ability to learn the harmony generalization is also gradiently correlated with 

the proportion of transparent forms which has impact on the appropriate theory of 

opacity. A theory that has separate levels, with harmony being completely true at one 

level would not be able to accommodate this sort of gradient data, whereas a theory that 

has an independent constraint for opaque harmony, distinct from on for surface-true 

harmony, can.  

 For test one and two, the point at which lack of transparency affects acquisition is 

around 1:1, or 50% transparent (condition 3) to 2:3 (40%) (condition 4) which is 

significantly lower than what is predicted by the equation above where rules lose 

productivity somewhere between 74% and 60% (condition 2) using token or type 

frequency, respectively.8 Furthermore, the correlation between percent correct and 

percent transparent is close to 1:1 for both test one and test two, suggesting the 

acquisition of harmony is veridically matched to the stimulus. 

 Second, participants ability to select the correct bare form given only the 

diminutive plural, particularly in test two, supports one of the two main hypotheses of 

                                                 
8 The equation n/ln(n) yields 11 exception for 40 tokens (or 73% transparent) and 5 for 12 types (60% 
transparent). 
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this study: That language learners can derive URs that are different than SRs by using the 

grammar as a whole. This partially depends on enough having enough transparent forms 

as performance begins to degrade when transparency is at around 50%, in concert with 

losing the harmony generalization. So, participants were unable to use the evidence of 

pairs like ged~kagadel to derive shep from kashapel, as this analogy partially involves 

understanding the input-based harmony generalization. 

 For conditions 4 and 5 in both test one and test two, participants were actually 

below chance for selecting the bare form for e stems (consistently selected shap instead 

of the correct shep). So, in addition to there being no harmony generalization at these 

levels of transparency, participants used the surface forms (kashap, kashapel) to 

determine the underlying forms for words. Indeed, this even impacted familiar bare forms 

in test one, where they were not above chance and therefore alternated between using the 

bare form they heard or using the diminutive and diminutive plural realization of the 

stem. Thus, they began leveling the paradigm, selecting the surface form as the UR since 

no harmony generalization could provide information as to the underlying form for words 

like kafasel. In contrast, participants were significantly above chance for a stems 

potentially reflecting a bias towards select a UR matching the SR, all things being equal. 

Having more opaque forms does create some amount of ambiguity and confusion since 

the stimuli included examples where surface a correlated with underlying e, however. 

 Finally, in addition to learning a generalization that is not surface true, as well as 

potentially derive abstract URs for form distinct from any heard SRs, language learners 

learning an opaque interaction must also learn that the interaction is indeed opaque. This 

was tested by the formation of the diminutive plural in test one.  
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 Participants were significant above chance in conditions 1 and 2. That is, they 

were able to select kapashel (versus transparent kapashil) despite only one form in the 

stimulus reflecting the opaque interaction (kagadel), while many forms reflected surface-

true harmony (vabil, peshel). While this may seem intuitive at first, seen in light of the 

supposed unmarkedness of feeding transparent relationships, this is interesting. It 

suggests that the form kagadel was all participants needed to learn that the processes 

interacted opaquely and not transparently. This suggests a kind of morpheme faithfulness 

where allomorphy driven by the underlying form over-rides the preference for reduction 

feeding harmony, supporting Diagonal Correspondence Theory. 

 Participants were not above chance for this task in conditions 3-5 suggesting that 

participants had trouble recognizing that harmony and reduction apply opaquely yielding 

CaC-el surface forms for e stems. Thus, participants apparently attempted to include 

some number of el forms for surface a words randomly. So, participants likely 

recognized that some words with surface a took el suffixes, but there were not sure why 

given the equal distribution of kagadel and tacil stimuli. 

 

5.3. EXPERIMENT 2 

Having explored the learnability of over-application opacity, the next natural step is to 

ask the same questions for under-application to explore whether it is similarly learnable, 

especially in light of the fact that under-application opacity is hypothesized to be more 

marked.  

 Under-application is argued to be more marked than over-application from the 

perspective of rule-based phonology based on the principle of maximization of rule 
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application. So, under-application is marked both because it is opaque since harmony is 

not surface true, and also because it reflects less rule utilization because harmony under-

applies (Kiparsky, 1968; Kiparsky, 1972; Parker, in press). In contrast, over-application 

is only marked because it is opaque, but not with respect to rule utilization because 

harmony does apply (the under-application example is described further below): 

 

(25) Contrast between under and over application opacity 

a.   Over-application  b.  Under-application 

/ka-ged-il/        /ke-vab-il/    

Harmony ka-ged-el  Harmony      --  

Reduction ka-gad-el  Raising     kevebil  

  [kagadel]    [kevebil] 

Transparent *[kagadil]    *[kevebel] 

 

This assertion that under-application is more marked is countered by an assessment of 

markedness by comparing the constraint violations incurred by the two different types of 

opacity within OT. As discussed in chapter 1, over-application reflects harmonic 

bounding where no conceivable re-ranking of constraints can ever yield the actual opaque 

form. For example, in the forms above, the realization of the plural suffix as el reflects a 

violation of a faithfulness constraint that is unmotivated by a markedness constraint. So 

transparent kadadil violates a subset of the constraint violated by kagadel and is more 

marked in all respects. In contrast, under-application opacity only reflects a constraint 

ranking paradox where a re-ranking of constraint can yield the appropriate surface form – 
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the relative markedness of kevebil and kevebel is language dependent.  

 Experiment two is essentially a replication of experiment one, except with an 

under-application opacity, rather than over-application. This also allows for testing the 

acquisition of opaque generalizations, and the abstraction of underlying forms not heard 

in the stimulus, just as in experiment one. Furthermore, keeping everything the same 

between the two experiments can assess the hypothesis that under-application is more 

marked by comparing the results between the two experiments. 

 Therefore, even though there is no under-application in Shimakonde, all of the 

aspects of the artificial language modeled on Shimakonde (aside from the opaque 

interaction) were the same. The minimal modification that yields under-application 

instead of over-application is to change the diminutive prefix to ke and have it trigger 

raising of low lowels to mid vowels rather than triggering reduction. This is reflected in 

the language’s name, Kemeril and in the following examples: 

  

(26) Kemezil vowel lowering: 

Stem  Diminutive 

a. fin  ke-fin 

b. mez  ke-mez 

c. vab  ke-veb 

 

Vowel harmony is the same: 
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(27) Kemeril vowel harmony: 

Singular Plural 

a. fin  fin-il 

b. mez  mez-el 

c. vab  vab-il 

 

And these two processes interact opaquely for stems with underlying low vowels9: 

 

(28) Opaque interaction in Kemeril: 

Singular Plural 

a. vab  ke-veb-il 

 

This form is opaque because the mid vowel in the surface realization of the a noun stem 

does not trigger vowel harmony in the suffix. Instead, the suffix is determined by the 

underlying form of the noun, with underlying a (and i) taking the il suffix. Only an 

underlying e will therefore receive the el suffix independent of surface form. 

 

5.3.1 Method 

As mentioned above, an effort was made to hold everything constant between the two 

experiment, which is reflected in the experimental method. 

                                                 
9 That the opaque interaction is found on low vowel stems, rather than mid vowel stems reflects another 
small difference between the two experiments. This could have been avoided by having the prefix trigger 
raising of mid vowels to high (mer ~ ki-mir) and harmony changing underlying mid vowel affixes to high 
(fin ~ fin-il). This would have yielded an opaque under-application interaction for mid vowel stems (ki-mir-
el) but would have changed the substance of the harmony generalization. It was anticipated that this chance 
would have had more of an effect and therefore made comparison more difficult than the one used. 
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5.3.1.1 Participants 

Twenty native English speakers participated in the experiment. All were students at 

University of California, Berkeley and received course credit for participation. Their 

mean age was 23.0 and there were 14 women and 6 men. Participants were assigned 

randomly to one of five experimental conditions, with four in each condition. 

 

5.3.1.2 Stimulus 

All of the details concerning language stimulus in experiment 2 are the same as in 

experiment 1 except for the difference in the phonological process associated with the 

diminutive prefix outlined in (25-27). The language consisted of the same 30 stems,  

corresponding to the same 30 nouns, with four words for each: the bare form, the plural, 

the diminutive, and the diminutive plural. They were created by the same speaker as 

experiment 1 also using Praat.  

 

5.3.1.3 Procedure 

The experimental procedure was also the same as in experiment 1: 15 minutes of training 

stimulus consisting of word-picture pairings dictated by the experimental manipulation 

below. 

 

5.3.1.4 Experimental Manipulation 

The experimental manipulation is essentially the same as in experiment 1. Recall that 

each stem can combine with either or both of the two affixes yielding a paradigm. Each 

member of the paradigm provides different information about the phonological processes 
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of the language: 

 

Element Form Meaning UR VHH Raising 
bare vab horse x   
dim. ke-veb small horse   x 
pl. mez-el dogs x x  
dim. pl. ke-veb-il small horses  Op x 

Table 14: Examples of each paradigm element and the information it provides about the 

grammar. 

 

The bare form provides the learner with the UR; the diminutive serves as evidence for 

raising; the plural serves as evidence for harmony as well as the UR; and the diminutive 

plural provides evidence for raising as well as that harmony under-applies with respect to 

raising. 

 A subtle difference between the two experiments is that different stems provide 

the crucial evidence for each category. So, while a stems show the effect of prefixation 

and raising, e stems provide evidence for mid vowel harmony. This is the nature of the 

difference between the two types of opacity since under-application, by definition, does 

not exhibit the generalization in question. Therefore, a different form is required to show 

that generalization.  

 The paradigm categories are the same and test the same knowledge, but again, 

different stem types are involved. 

Category Bare Dim. Pl. Dim. Pl. Tests 
None     H, UR, Op 
Full x x x x  
Transp x  x  Op 
Opaque  x  x UR 

Table 15: Paradigm categories with included forms and what is tested 
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So, the transparent category includes the forms ged and vab with corresponding plurals 

gedel and vabil. Querying the diminutive plural for vab assess whether participants 

learned that raising and harmony apply opaquely (kevebil) or transparently (kevebel). If 

the opaque category includes keveb and kevebil, querying the bare, or underlying form, 

assesses whether the learner can use the suffix of kevebil to ascertain that the UR is vab 

and not veb. 

 The manipulation is the same in that it involves varying the ratio of transparent to 

opaque forms and observed how that impact the ability to acquire the harmony 

generalization and derive the correct UR from different SRs using that knowledge. Each 

of the 30 stems are assigned to one of the paradigm categories, including 18 in the None, 

or completely-withheld category. Because an equal number of each stem type is assigned 

to each category, the difference of opacity being realized on one stem type (a stems), and 

harmony being evident on another (e stems) has no impact on the stimulus. 

 The numbers of types and tokens of each stem type and of transparent and opaque 

forms for each condition are as follows: 

 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 3 3 3 2 1 0 18 3 0 
Opaque 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
Type 10 10 10    30 4 1 
Token    10   300 40 10 

Table 16: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 1 
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Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 2 2 2 2 1 0 12 2 0 
Opaque 1 1 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 
Type 10 10 10    30 3 2 
Token    10   300 30 20 

Table 17: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 2 
 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 1 1 1 2 1 0 6 1 0 
Opaque 1 1 1 2 0 1 6 0 1 
Type 9 9 910    24 2 2 
Token    12   288 20 20 

Table 18: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 3 

 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 1 1 1 2 1 0 6 1 0 
Opaque 2 2 2 2 0 1 12 0 2 
Type 10 10 10    30 2 3 
Token    10   300 20 30 

Table 19: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 4 

 

Category i e a Forms Ftrans Fopaque Total Ttrans Topaque 
None 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Full 1 1 1 4 1 1 12 1 1 
Transp 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
Opaque 3 3 3 2 0 1 18 0 3 
Type 10 10 10    30 1 4 
Token    10   300 10 40 

Table 20: Assignment of nouns to categories for condition 5 

 

As an example, the stimulus for condition 2 consisted of the following thirty form types, 
                                                 
10 Three words not used so there was an equal number of transparent and opaque forms. 
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each repeated ten times for a total of 300 tokens. 

 

 

 

Table 21: Stimulus words for condition two, experiment 2. 

 

Of the thirty, three (gedel, peshel and mezel; each repeated ten times) provide transparent 

evidence that mid vowels take the mid vowel suffix, while two (kevebil, kethetil) are 

opaque yielding a 60% proportion of transparent forms. The full lists of stimuli for the 

other conditions are in Appendix II.  

 A summary of the number of tokens of each form for the five different conditions 

is as follows: 

 

Condition Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. Total Tr/(Tr+Op) 
1 120 30 120 30 300 80% 
2 90 60 90 60 300 60% 
3 72 72 72 72 288 50% 
4 60 90 60 90 300 40% 
5 30 120 30 120 300 20% 

Table 22: Number of each word type for each condition in experiment 2 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kethet  kethetil 
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  keshep  keshepel 
 kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kezij  kezijil 
Total  9 6 9 6 
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5.3.1.5 Tests 

The tests for this experiment are essentially the same as above except for a couple of 

differences as to which stems provide evidence for the phonological knowledge of the 

participants.  

 In test one, participants are tested on members of the paradigm withheld for 

known noun stems. Paradigm elements were withheld for nouns in the Transparent and 

Opaque paradigm categories. For nouns in the transparent paradigm category (e.g. vab 

‘cat’) the participant will have heard vab and vabil. The familiar test items tested their 

ability to recall these items, while the unfamiliar test items tested their ability to correctly 

form the diminutive and diminutive plural. The diminutive choices were keveb and kevab, 

testing fluency with the raising generalization while the diminutive plural choices were 

the correct and opaque kevebil and the transparent, incorrect kevebel. This tested whether 

subjects knew that the two processes interacted opaquely. For the two nouns tac ‘dog’ 

and mez ‘bird’ in the Opaque paradigm category, participants will have heard the 

diminutive ketec and kemez and the diminutive plural ketecil and kemezel. The unfamiliar 

test items ask whether participants can correctly form the bare and plural forms. The bare 

form for ketecil requires that participants derive tac as the UR based on the suffix and not 

based on the heard surface form, tec, which is the other choice. Plural formation assess 

whether participants acquired harmony and can correctly select mezel based on mid 

vowel harmony instead of mezil based on the occurrence of the il suffix with surface mid 

vowels as in ketecil.  

 In test two, for one item type, participants saw a picture of a new noun, for 

example a mouse, heard shep, then saw a picture of many large mice and had to select 
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either shepel, reflecting knowledge of harmony, or shepil reflecting the fact that (opaque) 

stimulus items had il for surface e stem vowels. For the other test two item type, 

participants saw a picture of many small instances of a new noun, for example, many 

small pigs, heard kewemil, saw a picture of a single large pig  and had to correctly select 

wam as the underlying form, rather than the heard wem. 

 Time constraints and number of test items is the same as above as is the 

proportion of familiar and unfamiliar items (table 9). 

 The following results are of primary interest: 

 First, the ability to select the correct bare form for a stems suggests that 

participants are able to derive underlying forms that are distinct from any heard 

realizations of a morpheme. 

 Second, performance on the selection of the plural and diminutive plural for a 

stems reveals participants’ knowledge of the harmony generalization as well as that 

raising interacts opaquely with harmony, rather than transparently. 

 Finally, performance on the plural and diminutive plural for e stems also assesses 

proficiency with harmony since opaque a words with the el  suffix provide counter 

evidence for harmony suggesting (incorrectly) that il appears randomly with surface e. 

 

5.3.2 Results 

5.3.2.1 Test one 

The following are the percent correct for test one items for each of the conditions for 

familiar and unfamiliar words across all four subjects for each vowel. In bold and shaded 

are scores not significantly above chance, while bold and reverse colors are significantly 
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below chance. 

 

i Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 97% 88% 84% 88%  96%  79% 97% 94% 84% 81% 
2 88% 100% 96% 88% 100% 94% 100% 100% 91% 97% 97% 94% 
3 94% 88% 94% 81% 100% 88% 100% 100% 96% 88% 96% 88% 
4 88% 92% 88% 92% 81% 88% 88% 88% 84% 91% 88% 91% 
5 100% 91% 100% 84% 83%   96%   88% 91% 97% 84% 

Table 23: Percent correct for i stems across all subjects for test one, experiment two 

e Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 91% 100% 97% 100%   83%  96% 91% 88% 97% 97% 
2 83% 88% 96% 81% 88% 81% 100% 94% 84% 84% 97% 88% 
3 81% 81% 88% 69% 88% 88% 100% 100% 83% 83% 92% 79% 
4 81% 79% 81% 71% 81% 88% 75% 75% 81% 81% 78% 72% 
5 88% 81% 88% 84% 92%   71%   91% 81% 75% 84% 

Table 24: Percent correct for e stems across all subjects for test one, experiment two 
 
a Familiar Unfamiliar Total 
Cond Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP Bare Dim Pl. DP 
1 97% 100% 94% 88%   75%  83% 97% 81% 94% 84% 
2 96% 94% 96% 94% 100% 81% 100% 88% 97% 88% 97% 78% 
3 94% 94% 88% 100% 88% 75% 75% 75% 92% 88% 83% 92% 
4 94% 88% 81% 96% 19% 88% 69% 63% 56% 88% 75% 88% 
5 100% 91% 88% 88% 13%   67%   34% 91% 72% 88% 

Table 25: Percent correct for e stems across all subjects for test one, experiment two 

 

Participants did significantly better on familiar words than unfamiliar words across all 

vowels (.89 vs. .81; t(1155)=4.73, p<.001) and for the opaque a vowel (.93 vs. .66). For i 

and e, participants were close to ceiling for both familiar and unfamiliar items and were 

therefore not significantly different. 

 

Stems with i 

Participants had no trouble with any of the familiar or unfamiliar words as performance 

was significantly above chance for every single word.  
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Stems with e 

For e stems, participants were above chance for all familiar and unfamiliar bare and 

diminutive forms. For formation of the plural (gedel), participants were above chance for 

all familiar words, but below chance for unfamiliar word in conditions 4 and 5. Similarly, 

participants were not above chance for the diminutive plural in condition 4.  

 These results can be compared to the results in experiment one, though to the a 

stems, and not the e stems. This because the e stems in experiment two are not the opaque 

items, but  serve as the evidence for transparent surface harmony. Similarly, in 

experiment one, a  stems are not opaque, but reflect surface true harmony.  

 Comparing the results for unfamiliar plural (harmony) words between the two 

tests shows no significant difference, while the diminutive plural is significant different 

with experiment one at 79% and experiment two at 93% (two-sample t-test: t(93)=-2.19, 

p<.05) 

 For familiar diminutive plurals, participants were surprisingly not above chance 

for conditions 3 (t(15)=1.57, p=.138) and 4 (p=.064). These results may be considered 

anomalous in light of the findings for unfamiliar diminutive plural (no other words across 

all experiments shows worse performance for familiar than unfamiliar) and the formation 

of the diminutive plural in conditions 2 and 3 (all above chance) and it is likely that these 

are outliers. 

 

Stems with a 

In conditions 1 and 2, participants showed no trouble with any of the words, performing 

above chance on all of them. Participants were also above chance for every familiar word 
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in all conditions. 

 For the formation of the plural, participants were not above chance in conditions 

3-5 and performance was also gradient, as shown by a linear regression (F[1,54]=4.543, 

p<.05) with a slope of r=.73. Performance on the formation of the diminutive plural was 

essentially the same, with performance similarly not above chance for conditions 3-5. 

 Formation of the bare forms – abstracting an underlying form different from any 

heard example – was significantly below chance for conditions 4 and 5 meaning 

participants were inclined to select e as the underlying vowel based on the diminutive and 

diminutive plural forms (e.g. tec from hearing  ketec and ketecel).  

 Participants were not above chance for the diminutive in condition 4, perhaps 

owing to the low number of trials (2 per participant). 

 In comparing the results across experiments for the opaque a stems and the 

opaque e stems in experiment 1 across all conditions none of the forms were significantly 

different, but focusing on conditions 3, 4 and 5, suggests some potentially interesting 

differences had there been more trials. First, for the diminutive plural participants did 

worse in experiment 1 (50% vs. 69%) though this was not significant (two-sample t-test 

t(30)=-1.07, p=.17). Second, plural formation was better in experiment 1 for conditions 3, 

4, and 5 (.52 vs. .69) but also not significantly (t(93)=-1.68, p=.09). 

 

5.3.2.2 Test two 

As with experiment one, the trials in test one may not have accurately captured the 

productivity of the harmony generalization because there were no stems presented that 

did not have either the plural or diminutive plural in the stimulus. This could have also 
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impacted the formation of the bare forms and the diminutive plural since knowledge of 

harmony is crucial to acquiring the opaque interaction of the plural with raising. This was 

remedied in test two by testing on completely novel stems. The percent correct for each 

are as follows: 

 

  Dim Pl => Bare Bare => Pl  
Cond i e a i e a %Tr
1 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80%
2 100% 92% 100% 83% 83% 92% 60%
3 100% 83% 67% 100% 58% 58% 50%
4 92% 83% 50% 92% 67% 50% 40%
5 100% 75% 25% 92% 58% 42% 20%

Table 26: Percent correct in each condition for each stem type for both item types in test 

two fir experiment 2 

 

Stems with i 

Opacity had no significant impact on performance on either test item type (ANOVA: 

Dim. Pl.=>Bare: F[1, 58]=.504, p=.480; Bare=>Pl.: F[1,58]=.26, p=.61). 

 

Stems with e 

In the formation of the plural, participants were not above chance for conditions 3-5 and a 

linear regression is significant (F[1, 58]= 6.63, p<.05) for a slope of .71. For the 

formation of the bare form, participants were above chance for all conditions except 5 

and a linear regression is almost significant (F[1, 58]=3.71, p=.059).  

 

Stems with a 

Performance on the plural formation for a stems is above chance for conditions 1 and 2 
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and at chance for conditions 3-5 and a linear regression is significant (F[1,58]= 16.069, 

p<.001). For the formation of the bare forms from the diminutive plural, participants were 

not above chance in condition 3, and significantly below chance in condition 5 and a 

linear regression is also significant (F[1, 58]=30.6, p<.001) with a slope of r=1.08.  

 As before, comparing these results to the results of experiment one requires 

flipping the vowels such that e is compared to a and a is compared to e so opaque forms 

are compared to opaque forms across the two experiments: 

 

T2 Dim Pl => Bare Bare => Pl 
 Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 1 Exp 2 
Cond Op (e) Tr (a) Op (a) Tr (e) Op (e) Tr (a) Op (a) Tr (e) 
1 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
2 83% 83% 100% 92% 75% 83% 92% 83% 
3 50% 83% 67% 83% 50% 58% 58% 58% 
4 25% 75% 50% 83% 42% 50% 50% 67% 
5 8% 75% 25% 75% 50% 42% 42% 58% 
Total 52% 83% 68% 87% 63% 67% 68% 73% 
Table 27: Comparison of test two between experiment 1 and 2 

 

The only difference that is significant is the difference between performance on forming 

the bare form from the diminutive plural for the opaque vowels (e.g. Exp1: ged from 

kagadel; Exp. 2: vab from kevebil; F[1,117]=5.49, p<.05). Otherwise, performance was 

the same. 

 

5.3.3 Discussion 

The results on the formation of the bare form of the diminutive plural in conditions 1 and 

2 suggest that, as with over-application, under-application opacity is learnable. 

Participants had no trouble acquiring the opaque interaction, which was shown to be 
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productive for both novel words for known nouns (test one) and novel nouns (test two). 

 As the proportion of transparent forms decreased, so too did participants ability to 

learn both the opaque harmony generalization and the opaque interaction as reflected in 

the significances of the linear regression for both test items. As with experiment 1, this 

effect was close to linear, or 1:1, with the percent correct closely matching the proportion 

of transparent forms in the stimulus.  

 In the formation of bare forms, the percent correct was below chance for 

condition 5 as participants selected veb given forms like kevebil instead of the correct vab  

as suggested by the  suffix allomorph. This effect was only found in condition 5, however 

and not in conditions 3 and 4 where the harmony generalization is no longer productive. 

This suggests that while the precise nature of harmony is not known, participants still 

recognize that there is some sort of input-output relationship in the data. For under-

application, this only requires knowledge of an a-stem UR – il affix relationship and not 

harmony (because it under-applies). This allow for the delay of leveling of the paradigm, 

as found in paradigm one, and participants are still unsure of the UR for kevebil until 

there are virtually know a stems in the stimulus in conditions 5.  

 Finally, comparing the formation of the bare forms in test two for opaque items in 

experiment one and experiment two provides insight into the learnability and markedness 

of under-application relative to over-application. Above, the principle of maximal rule 

usage – which is still generally accepted as a principle assessing markedness (e.g. Parker, 

in press) - was contrasted with the principle of constraint violations making different 

predictions as to whether over-application or under-application was more marked. Under-

application is more marked in terms of rule application by definition since harmony 
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under-applies. On the other hand, over-application is more marked in terms of constraint 

violations because in over-application, opaque forms are harmonically bound by the 

transparent form, and therefore incur more constraint violations. These results support the 

latter view. 

 

5.4. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I presented the results of a set of experiments testing the acquisition of 

opaque interactions and the conditions which may impact learnability. Of primary interest 

are the effects of the type of opacity – under-application versus over-application – and of 

the proportion of transparent to opaque forms in the stimulus on acquisition. Furthermore, 

learning opaque interactions is not a singular process and involves a number of 

components. Participants must be able to learn phonological generalizations that are not 

true of all surface forms and many cases of phonological opacity require a process of 

abstraction wherein underlying representation are formed for words that may not have a 

corresponding SR. 

 The results suggest that the ratio of transparent to opaque forms in the stimulus 

has a significant gradient effect on participants’ ability to acquire opacity and opaque 

generalizations. This bears on theories of opacity in two ways. First, it introduces a new 

dimension to the typological and historical study of opacity. While opacity is generally 

simply considered marked, the ability of an opaque relationship to be learned and persist 

in a language also depends on the relative frequency of opaque to transparent forms. This 

accords with theories of markedness that are based on frequency (Hume, 2003) rather 

than one based on any inherent properties of a phonological generalization. Thus, opacity 
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in language can be stable so long as the lexicon is such that there are enough transparent 

forms to learn the opaque generalization. As the lexicon shifts and the relative frequency 

of opaque and transparent forms changes, the markedness of opaque interactions may 

lead to its eventual disappearance as seen when the percentage of transparent forms 

dropped below 50%.  

 This particular ratio – 50% - can also be considered with respect to the predictions 

made on the effect of exceptions on learning. Based on the formulation in Yang (2005), 

the prediction would be that the harmony generalization degenerates at between 25%-

40% opaque. In contrast, Hudson Kam and Newport (2005) suggest the adults reproduce 

variable input veridically, with output tracking with input. The results support with latter 

approach as a linear model comparing percent correct to percent transparent in the input 

was close to 1 for all of the results for plural formation. 

 Second, this result suggests that any theory of opacity must have a unique set of 

constraints or rules for opaque interactions independent of the constraints for transparent 

interaction based on the gradient performance in the experiments. Gradience in 

phonology in OT has been modeled through constraint re-ranking, For example, if 

flapping in English occurs 50% of the time, this is modeled through the variable ranking 

of the flapping constraint over the constraint maintaining the underlying form of a /t/ or 

/d/ 50% of the time. If opaque generalizations can be similarly gradient, this requires that 

there base a constraint for it that can be ranked variably. In stratal OT, for example, this is 

not the case. Opacity is generated through the serial ordering of processes. So, for the 

artificial languages above, harmony would be true at one level for one phonological 

grammar, while reduction/raising would occur afterwards in another grammar, rendering 
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it opaque. There is no interaction between the two levels, however. Therefore there is no 

way to establish opaque interaction as marked, or that opaque interactions affect the 

learnability of the generalization at the first level. On the other hand, a theory like 

Diagonal Correspondence has a constraint for opaque harmony and transparent harmony. 

Based on ambiguous stimulus, this can be variably ranked with respect to transparent 

harmony so that there is gradient knowledge of the opaque interaction. 

 The results also suggest that over-application is more marked, or harder to learn, 

than under-application. This runs counter to the prevailing assumption that phonological 

systems seek the maximization of rule application. An alternate theory of markedness is 

based on the idea of constraint violations which makes the opposite prediction and 

accords with the results of these experiments. 

 Lastly, these results show that phonological opacity and abstract URs can, indeed, 

be acquired. This is no trivial finding in light of some theories that advocate for a 

direct/realist approach to phonology where the only generalizations that are known are 

those that are true of surface forms. This parallels these approaches’ stance on underlying 

representations where underlying forms are not abstracted from surface forms, but are 

instead selected or amalgamated from surface forms. Thus, if a learner without the 

capability to abstract hears a form like kagadel, as in the experiments above, she is 

limited to selecting gad as the representation of the morpheme. In cases of opacity, 

however, this form could arise from underlying ged. A learner with some capacity for 

abstraction can correctly derive this UR with proper knowledge of the phonology of the 

language by using the suffix to ascertain that the UR. The experimental results reported 

here suggest that this is, indeed, a capability language learners have. 
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Appendix I: All stimuli for each condition for experiment one 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that trans that  thatil  
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep trans shep  shepel  
kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij trans zij  zijil  
Total  12 3 12 3 

Table 29: Stimulus words for condition 1 

 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kathat  kathatil 
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  kashap  kashapel 
 kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kazij  kazijil 
Total  9 6 9 6 

Table 30: Stimulus words for condition 2 
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Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kathat  kathatil 
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  kashap  kashapel 
kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kazij  kazijil 
Total  6 6 6 6 

Table 31: Stimulus words for condition 3 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
tac transp tac  tacil  
cav opaque  tacav  kacavil 
that opaque  kathat  kathatil 
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
pesh transp pesh  peshel  
mez opaque  kamaz  kamazel 
shep opaque  kashap  kashapel 
kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
fin transp fin  finil  
bis opaque  kabis  kabisil 
zij opaque  kazij  kazijil 
Total  6 9 6 9 

Table 32: Stimulus words for condition 4 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab kavab vabil kavabil 
tac opaque  katac  katacil 
cav opaque  tacav  kacavil 
that opaque  kathat  kathatil 
ged full ged kagad gedel kagadel 
pesh opaque  kapash  kapashel 
mez opaque  kamaz  kamazel 
shep opaque  kashap  kashapel 
kim full kim kakim kimil kakimil 
fin opaque  kafin  kafinil 
bis opaque  kabis  kabisil 
zij opaque  kazij  kazijil 
Total  3 12 3 12 

Table 33: Stimulus words for condition 5 
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Appendix II: All stimuli for each condition for experiment two 
 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that trans that  thatil  
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep trans shep  shepel  
kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij trans zij  zijil  
Total  12 3 12 3 

Table 34: Stimulus words for condition 1 

 
Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
tac trans tac  tacil  
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kethet  kethetil 
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
pesh trans pesh  peshel  
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  keshep  keshepel 
 kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
fin trans fin  finil  
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kezij  kezijil 
Total  9 6 9 6 

Table 35: Stimulus words for condition 2 
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Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
cav trans cav  cavil  
that opaque  kethet  kethetil 
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
mez trans mez  mezel  
shep opaque  keshep  keshepel 
kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
bis trans bis  bisil  
zij opaque  kezij  kezijil 
Total  6 6 6 6 

Table 36: Stimulus words for condition 3 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
tac transp tac  tacil  
cav opaque  kecev  kecevil 
that opaque  kethet  kethetil 
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
pesh transp pesh  peshel  
mez opaque  kemez  kemezel 
shep opaque  keshep  keshepel 
kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
fin transp fin  finil  
bis opaque  kebis  kebisil 
zij opaque  kezij  kezijil 
Total  6 9 6 9 

Table 37: Stimulus words for condition 4 

Noun Par.Cat. Bare Dim Pl. Dim. Pl. 
vab full vab keveb vabil kevebil 
tac opaque  ketec  ketecil 
cav opaque  kecev  kecevil 
that opaque  kethet  kethetil 
ged full ged keged gedel kegedel 
pesh opaque  kepesh  kepeshel 
mez opaque  kemez  kemezel 
shep opaque  keshep  keshepel 
kim full kim kekim kimil kekimil 
fin opaque  kefin  kefinil 
bis opaque  kebis  kebisil 
zij opaque  kezij  kezijil 
Total  3 12 3 12 

Table 38: Stimulus words for condition 5 


